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TO OUR READERS

The title of this series " Material & Memoirs, Chap-

ters for the History of ORT ", beginning with the col-

lection published herein, makes expressing the purpose

of the publication superfluous. It is, however, necessary

to explain why we waited so long—why we did not begin

the task much earlier.
The delay occurred because the Central Office of the

ORT Union after the period of catastrophes, was forced

to devote all its material and spiritual strength to the ORT

program, to continuous practical reconstruction work, and

was unfortunately behind in the printed world. Studies

in every single country, the planning and rapid estab-

lishment of institutions, have in the last short decade

brought us to that wealth which is ORT's today. Every-

thing was done with an eye to tomorrow—to that to-

morrow which begins today. We had not the strength to

stop for a while and to turn to the past, to that past of

which traces live today in our work, traces which are not

known to all and traces not everyone is able to recognize.

We now begin with some delay, and we believe that

not only the ORT organizations around the world, but

everyone interested in the development of Jewish social

work and Jewish cultural history, will welcome this be-

ginning. We begin with the feeling that it is shortly be-

fore midnight, that many materials of historical value

will shortly not be available at all. Three times has ORT

in its historic path lost the greatest part of its archives—in

St. Petersburg after the Bolshevist Revolution, in Berlin

during the Hitler reign and in France during the occu-

pation. And those who live who still remember are fewer

and fewer. It it, therefore, high time to begin to assemble

the bricks for the building of the History of ORT.

The material will not be published chronologically,

but in the order in which it is received. We turn

again to ORT's friends and all those who know ORT to

ask that they help us and send us what they have bearing

upon ORT's history.

Geneva, June 1955.
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IN THE SERVICE OF JEWI5H LABOR

75 YEARS OF ORT

Dr. A. Syngalowski

Foreword :
Under this title I begin to publish, as a contribution to the history of

ORT, a synopsis of a larger work with which I have occupied myself, with

interruptions, for the last three years. The stimulus to this work came

from several sources, from those who have heard my lectures about the

origin and development of ORT and particularly from ORT students and

school-directors  various countries.

The work consists of an introduction (about the original sources of

the ORT-idea and the forerunners of the ORT organization) and the

following seven sections : I.,From the founding in 1880 to the first Wor1d

War; II. From 1914 to the establishment of the ORT Union; III. The rami-

fication of ORT beyond Sov et Russia, to the Nazi period and the evacuation

of ORT Union Headquarters to France in 1933; IV. ORT activities during

the aggravated economic antisemitism in Eastern Europe and the begin-

ning of aid to emigrants from Germany and Austria to the Second Wor1d

War; V. From the destruction to 1946; VI. Mass assistance program for

displaced persons and refugees, and the transition to normal work; VII.

The highpoints in the development of ORT activity from 1948 to 1955.

(At the conclusion of the work there wi11be a list of bibliographic material.)

The individuality of the task, its scope and character, is connected

firstly with the geography in that it is concerned not with just one country,

but with a part of the world history of Jewry, and secondly with the general

events of the time-period of ORT's history, and thirdly, with the great

changes in the life of Jewry.

It is an attempt at a systematic presentation of the ideology and practice

of ORT. I wish in it to apply a historical synthetic method so that, while

not neglecting the sociological analysis, I wi11be able to grasp ORT from

within, its founding, its highly individualized path, and its potential energy.

The history of a social movement is, like the biography of a man, not

on1y an enumeration of facts and happenings. Certainly, facts are no less

important for history than bricks for a building. But bricks a]one are not

a building just as men a1one are not a society. Facts are the stuff from
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which—if it really has value—there ca become a biography or a history.
That is on1y possible, however, when one uncovers the inner-most connec-
tion between the different facts, when one recognizes and extracts the
common denominator, the common trait running through various hap-
penings and doings.

In the life of every group or individual, even in the most complicated life
fu11of contradictions, there is an inner unity. Finding and uncovering that
unity in the progress of a movement, in a11of its currents and curves—that
is the task of the hjstorian which makes him diTerent from the chronicler

When one thinks today of the birth of ORT in the 1ap of the Russian
Jewish humanism (Haskalah) of the 19th century; about its path from Czarist
Russia to its current ramifications in the Jewish communities of both
hemispheres; about the long walk begun from that trade school ORT
created in the name of Isaac-Ber Lewinson, father of the Russian Haskalah,
in the poor little town of his birth, Kre`menetz,in Wolhynien, to the Central
ORT Institute    Geneva today; when one allows what we and the world
have lived through since ORT was born to pass  review before one's
spiritual eye—it is difficult to believe that the organization is on1y75 years
o1d.., the following questions arise.

Why is it that ORT, despite its age, is not aged, and its mission even
more timely today than it was before?—What strength carried ORT forth
from the sphere of unavoidably limited individual " sma11 deeds " of its
founders and protected ORT from the 1ot of like committees that arose
earlier and later and have long ago disappeared? What stood by ORT in
its most testing years when it tore itself from the ground of its birth aid had
to take root in new countries with other political and cultural climates?—
Where did it get the strength to free itself from the limitations of a 1oca1
Russian Jewish task and elevate itself to a general national Jewish program,
valid in its difièring variations in Israel and in every land of the dispersion?

If one wants an answer to these questions, one must seek to recognize
the spirit of ORT—the substance in its historic origin. One must turn to
the 1and and the time of its birth and, last but not least—one must get to
know the ideological homeland of those men who stimulated its expansion
and deepened its conception particularly after ORT left Russia.

The following chapters should serve that more profound recognition.
In their light the relation of times and countries come forth; the outer cloth-
ing of inen and events fa11s off and the core, the being, the driving idea
gleams forth...

The roots of the ORT idea, which is the vital strength of ORT, 1ie
deeper than its act of incorporation which took place in November 1880
thanks to the initiative of Samuel Poliakoff and the extraordinary spiritual
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strength of Professor N. J. Bakst. The roots of ORT came from the

Jewish work-idea, a part of the oldest Jewish cultural assets. It is that

idea which fertilized almost a11 Jewish nationai and social moveménts

that stand at the center of current Jewish history.

But in ORT that " work-idea " during the years reached its deepest

and purest expression. In ORT it is not subordinated to any political

or religious goals—here it a1one dominates—Jewish work is not here a

means of bettering oneselfor apologizing to the world—it is a goal in itself—

and ORT's whole 1ife, a11of its 75 years, is one uninterrupted service to

that goa1.
ORT enjoys public trust because of its non-partisan character and

because of the way in which it attempts to fu1fi11its task, but it is not the

on1y Jewish organization with these characteristics. The particularly

special earnestness with which Jewish circles, without exception, affirm

the importance of ORT's goals, has deep historic roots. It is false to

believe that this earnestness comes from sober calculation alone, from

pity, or from the influence of modern culture. Not even the tradition of

the Haskalah is its original source. The truth is that the respect for teaching

Jews to work, for elevating the dignity of work, sits just as firmly and deeply

in the oldest Jewish culture, and therefore, in the whole Jewish psyche, as

therespectfortheTorah.

The earnest relation to ORT comes from the fact that one feels, in

contact with ORT, that here vital commandments of the present and o1d

Jewish cultural traditions meet with the ideals of the future.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Original sources ai d basic roots :

Work and freedom are the two oldest principles of historic Judaism.

The freedom-thought is the presumption that the choice of good or evil

is man's and for that reason demands can be made of him. With the

uprising against slavery, against forced labor, Jews begin their history

as a nation. That battle does not end with their freeing themselves fronv

the Egyptian yoke. The declaration against slavery is, at the same time,

the first rehabi/italic of work, which was among a11 idol worshippers

exclusively the function of the slave. With the principle of freedom and

high respect for work as the most worthy activity of the free man, there are

connected the most jmportant Commandments of the Torah, and the for-

mation of the earliest Jewish communal 1ife. The glorification of work as
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a continuing reaction against the slavery which ruled in the entire surroun-
ings—in Babylonia, in Assyria and in Egypt,—found its clearest expression
in the most ancient of Jewish writtings. The Almighty Himself had
" worked " and his creation was designated by that same word " work ",
the expression melacha which describes manual labor.

In the principle of the day of rest as well,—in the principle of the Sab-
bath,—in that greatest of the social ethical institutions which human
culture possesses, in that first and successful general strike, the work-
thought is manifested. For only in a milieu where work is the norm, in
a society in which the whole week is a work week, could the thought of a
day of rest arise. Ki sheshet yamim... " six days shalt thou work and, on
the seventh day, shalt thou rest ".

For hundreds of years, they battled and defended—newly captured
Canaan, but they lived from plowing the fields and tending the vineyards.
In Biblical times Jews had all of the vocations which were common to the
period. Naturally, the conditions necessary for the emergence of an inde-
pendent craftsmanship like that which the neighboring Phoenicians had
much earlier, came only with the development of the urban economy.
But agricultural tools, instruments for almost forty manual trades and
even musical instruments were produced even earlier in the land of Israel.
Later, about 586 B.C.E., Nebuchadnezar, the King of Babylonia, led
over 1,000 metal-workers out of Jerusalem.

In the capital, there were many streets and markets which carried the
names of the manual trade with which those dwelling in the neighborhood
occupied themselves. Josephus mentions a number of such craftsmen's
streets in addition to those mentioned in the Talmud. About 200 years
before the Common Era, the city craftsman becomes one of the most
important carriers of Jewish culture. Tens of passages in the Talmud bear
witness to the great role which manual labor and production played in the
Jewish economic life of both Israel and Babylonia. Almost 100 important
creators of the Talmud were themselves craftsmen and workers or the
children of manual laborers. The working man was appreciated and held
in high esteem. In that regard, heathen influences were less effective than
in respect of multiple deities. Serious difficultiesarose only with coming up
against strongly developed Hellenistic culture. With the soldiers of
Alexander the Great, about 340 B.C.E., there begins an infiltration along
with the philosophies of Aristotle and Plato, of many Greco-Roman customs
and view-points which capture certain sections of the Jewish population.
Here, Jewish spiritual leaders and others as well, come in contact with the
proud disdain for physical work. With the elevated endorsement of the
Greeks this disrespect became particularly contagious.
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One must not forget that not only in o1d China, in Babylonia, in Assyria

and in Egypt, but also in the Greek democracies, in general so close to our

form of thinking to-day, work was considered as an inferior function, as

exclusively the duty of slaves. One sees how much the social structure

was based on this slave economy from the fact that in the period of glory

of the Republic of Athens, on1y one-tenth of the population of the capital

were free citizens. The disrespect for work and the degrading conditions of

work form not the on1y,but, unquestionably the darkest blot on antiquity.

The He]lenistic  nfluence, as is we11known, called forth a strong oppo-

sition from the Jewish spiritual leaders. It is  that connection that one

must understand the great number of remarkable sharpwitted Talmudic

aphorisms which begin to praise the worth of agriculture and work. In

those expressions of thought, drawn from the oldest folk wisdom, the

whole earnestness of the Jewish work-thought was expressed.—" Just as a

man is required to teach his sons Torah, so is he required to teach them a

trade ", is stated in the Tractate Kedushin. And Rabbi Yehuda, the

Editor of the Mishna (around 170 C.E.) and friend of the Roman philo-

sopher Marcus Aurelius, who sought to protect his people from the de-

moralization which was eating into the entire organism of the Roman Empire,

repeats that phrase and adds—" ... he who does not do so, he who does not

teach his son a trade, is like one who makes of his son a robber ". Through-

out the Talmud there are numerous examples emphasizing the particular

security which a trade gives a man.

The Halacha requires respectful treatment of the working man. When

a scholar, a member of the Academy, walks by, every man must rise in his

honor, " but not the worker when he is doing his work ". In the state-

ment—" Great is labor since it does its master honor "(Tractate-Nedarin),

there is expressed a strong pride of profession. The works of the very

greatest religious authorities are permeated with antipathy to those who

believe that the learned man, he who is spiritually higher, is free from work.

Rabbi Chiya of Babylonia, one of the most noted pupils of Rabbi Yehuda,

says, " He who lives from the toil of his hands is greater than he who has

on1y the fear of God ".—" Every 1aw—every knowledge that is not tied up

with a work, must eventually disappear or lead to sin "(Fathers), and

Maimonides, in his commentary on the Mishna adds— " He who takes it

into his mind that he wi11occupy himself only with the Torah without any

trade in hand and wi111ivefrom others' help has weakened God's name and

thereby his Law, has extinguished the light of the faith, brought himself

damage and lost the world to come. "

*
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There is, therefore, a particular tragedy in the fact that this very people
in later generations could not live in accord with these o1d Jewish concep-
tions. That was not, however, a matter of their choice.

In the year 323 when Christianity was proclaimed the religion of state,
Europe became a torture chamber for the Jews. Simultaneously with
the history of that civilization which was formed in the ]ap of the church,
was written the history of Jewish martyrdom. That history of state bru-
talit and clerical hatred is colored with Hitler-like chapters which were
written many many years before the cruelest of a11 Hitlers appeared at
the head of the German people.

*

In the countries of the Imperium Romanum, Jews who had, incidentally.
begun to settle there before the destruction of Jerusa]em, lived a completely
normal 1ife. They were farmers, workers in the vineyards, craftsmen,
manufacturers, soldiers, wholesale merchants, doctors, scientists and
civil servants. But when Constantine the First declared Christianity the
official religion of the Roman Empire, that act opens the era of bloody
persecutions of the Jews and limitations " in the name of God ".

The first prohibition, to the effect that a Jew could not use the services
of a Christian slave, was directed at Jewish agriculture and manufacture.
In 418, Jews were prohibited from engaging in civil service (except as
lawyers) ai d serving in the Army. But that was on1y the prologue. From
the end of the fourth to the sixth century, the migration of the Germanic
tribes to Southern and Western Europe took place. This 1ed to the collapse
of the Roman Empire in 476 and to the creation of a series of German
states rules by barbaric military leaders. That development brings the
world to the beginning of the dark Middle Ages.

In the greatest of the Kingdoms created, in Gau1 (France), Jews are,
at that time, sti11landholders, growers of vineyards, manufacturers and
traders who concern themselves with overseas trade. In Spain and Ita1y,
Jews continue longest to fight with a]1their strength to retain their position
 agriculture. The generai prohibition of Pope Gregory the First, at the
end of the seventh century, against employment of Christian workers by
Jews, leads to their importation of Heathen and Moslem workers. The
Catholic Mission fight against the practice with success, which results
eventually in a11Jewish land becoming the property of the Church.

We must not forget that Eu rope was ruled b y Feudal Law, and the
farm-worker of those days was a Laodkoecht, a serf. Aside from the
lack of enthusiasm of the Jews for becoming serfs, working as a serf
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required an oath of allegiance to the feudal landowner "  n the name of

the Mother, the Son and the Ho1y Ghost ", and the payment of annua1

tithes to the Catholic Church, both of which they considered too close

to conversion.
In 613, an Imperial decree is issued in Spain which requires a11Jews

who refuse to be converted, to leave the country. The landholders are

those put to the most severe test; their wealth and their means of 1ivelihood

are tied up with their fields, with those plantations which they cannot take

with them when they 1eavetheir country, in the same manner as the trader

can take his money with him. Uprooted from their 1and, completely

ruined, they are driven forth to settle in the neighboring Frankish country

where the King Dagobert in a short time does the same thing to his Jews.

We find in the ]etters of Rabbis of that time, and in the Responsa, descrip-

tions of the expelled ruined families who had lived from agriculture, com-

plaining of their 1ot in these words— " How good it is for those whose

source of 1ivelihood and property is not the earth which cannot be taken

with you on your wanderings. How good it is for those whose living gives

them freedom of movement. "...

But Jews do not permit themse]ves to be so easily driven from the

farm. They fight against it with a11the strength of their vitality. Pope

Stefan the Third in the year 770 wrote to the Bishop of Narbonne in Northern

France and expressed his bitterness about Jews sti11being allowed to own

land  the same manner as Christians. His letter stated— "—beset by

worries aud anxious into death (dolore tacti, usque mortem anxiati) we are

informed that the Jewishpeople who constantly resist God and our customs

dwe11on Christian land on the basis of rights which they acquired many years

ago from Frankish Kings; Christians work on Jewish fie]ds and vineyards

and Christians live under one roof with these traitors to the faith, soiling

their souls... Justice demands that these rights must be annulled as the

Apostle Pau1 taught us in his second Epistle to the Corinthians. "

Thus the last possibi]itiesdisappear. Thus, by force, Jewry is torn away

from working the 1and.
*

The strengthening of the bond between the Church and the State gradu-

a11y changes a11 economic 1ife. The economic processesses begin to

regress, from a fairly we11-developed economy with a monetary system

back to a primitive natural economy.

For a long time, a feudal order of the Church was established. In

that world the Jews are at first valued as middle-men for capital in an eco-

nomy that is money-poor. The Roman-German Emperor Ludwig the
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Pious (814-840), makes a most important beginning. He designates the
Jews as " Roya1 Merchants ". The Jew becomes an apparatus for co1-
lect ng money which the nobleman can borrow and not repay, or confiscate
completely. Bishops and Archbishops hasten to invite Jews to their cities
to occupy themselves with commerce. The Kings and the Churches were
interested in the Jews making more and more money, for they werepartners
in the profits. They permitted the Jews to break the monopoly of the
Christian Guilds since they could gain nothing from that Christian property
for Christian money could not be so readily taxed away. And when the
treasuries of the churches and the noblemen were empty, they issue decrees
expelling the Jews from their territory and confiscating their property.

In the year 1096,the bloody chapters of the Jewish history of the Middle
Ages, the mass slaughters in the name of the Cross, the Crusades, begin.

For a century 1ong, Jewish blood was spilled and the Kings and the
Church plundered Jewish property in order to finance the Crusades to free
the Ho1y City from the Moslems. The concluding act of the Third Crusade
portrays the cruel slaughters in London and in York, where the majority
of the besieged Jews at the behest of their rabbi, Rabbi Yom Toy of Joigny,
committed suicide " to avoid the humiliation and tortures ".

After the Crusades begins the inner struggle againsrt the so-called
Sch s natics, and in Europe, a closed feudal order under the leadership
of the Pope is slowly consolidated. Now, in accord with the requirements
of the Lateran Synod of 1215, a hard system for the severe isolation of
the Jews is initiated. It expresses itself externally in the requirement
that Jews wear distinctive clothing as the " Sign of Cain " and internally,
in their being deprived of every respectable means of livelihood forcing
them to engage in usury.

Unti1 the 11th century, the monasteries did not hesitate to give loans on
interest despite the canonic prohibitions of the Clerical Assemblies. We
read, for example, in the decisions of the Assembly of Worms in 824, that
" Religious and Secular persons have fallen into such ugly usury, that
through various means of money-greed they oppress the poor and suck
their blood._" At the end of the 11th century usury was successfully
uprooted from the monasteries. How and why was it done, however?
Because the system of the church to give interest-free loans from " pious
goodness of the heart " had proved more practical and profitable for the
money lenders. The landowners who needed money and would borrow
from the church were required to turn their estates over to the church as a
guarantee for the 1oan, and until the property was redeemed by repayment
the church would make use of the land and profit from it. If the debtor
was not in position to redeem his 1and by the due-date of his 1oan, it was
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even better, for the canonic prohibitions were against taking interest but

did not forbid the debtor from untangling himself from indebtedness by

" selling " his property to the corpora pia, the pious corporations.

In unequal struggle with the Christian merchant guilds, the Jews were

slowly pushed out of major commerce. They then sought a 1ivelihood in

the money trading which the monasteries had abandoned. At first that

went we11since the landowners were better off in dealing with the Jewish

usurer than with the church. But in the latter part of the Middle

Ages money dealing is kashered—becomes purified—and the Christian

Lombard Institute arises. The appellation " Lombard " comes from the

fact that the first Christian money-lenders against guarantee deposits, with

the right to take interest, were from Lombardy in Northern Ita1y. Now the

Popes begin to protect their money lenders against Jewish competition which

forces the Jews eventually into sma11usury. In that field there is no com-

petit on, but it is so petty that the baronial and municipal treasuries can

draw no great revenue from it, and the secular and religious leaders need

the Jews no longer. Then begin the expulsions of the 15th century, differ-

ing however from those of before. Previously Jews were expelled, their

property confiscated and then asked to return, and in order to get them to

return to the country from which they had been expelled they were given

certain privileges and allowed to collect a 1ittleproperty to be later squeezed

from them like water from a sponge. Now, however, when everywhere

a national capital " of their own " had accumulated and Jews could on1y

engage in petty usury, they were no longer needed. Now one could

" meet " the pious wi11of the people and expel the Jews permanently...

In the field of commerce a similar process took place. In the 13th

and 14th centuries Christians began to engage in heavy trade, which made

this form of commerce a very honorable one. The Wholesale Merchants

Gui1d therefore prohibited non-members of the Gui1d from engaging in it,

and Jews were not admitted to the Guild. Jews were permitted to engage

in 1ow1ypetty commerce, free trade in which there were no guilds. Those

were the days when the letters of patent given to a Jew would permit him to

engage in " trading in rags and, o1d clothing ", sma11loans, and the like.

That is the story of the " native " tendency of the Jew for trading, which

latterday government officials and so-called liberal statesmen frequently

cited as the most important obstacle to giving Jews equal rights as citizens.

*

The growth of the cities and the urban culture in the 12th and 13th

centuries creates the practical possibility for excluding Jews from society,
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a goal to which the church had long strived. One must remember that the
mediaeval city was actually a union cultuelle. Accepting Jews in the urban
conjuratio was, for religious reasons alone, impossible.

The Jews were urban dwellers driven from the land and exlcuded from
normal commerce and drawn into the " free " trade of dealing in old clothes
and loaning small change against deposits; they still had in the beginning,
as their only healthy occupational position, handicrafts. So for a long
period they were at times the most important, at other times the only,
carriers of artisanship until the battle against them in this field too began.
That occurred with the consolidation of the guilds in the 12th century.
The guilds were established to protect the material interests of their members
in their section of the city leadership, against the patricians. The artisan
guilds were confessional and they waged a hardy battle against every attempt of
nonmembers to engage in their trade. Jewswere not admitted into the guilds.

In several countries Jews established guilds of their own which play a
very important role in Jewish economic and social life, particularly in
Eastern Europe. But, frequently, the power of these guilds was broken
by external forces. Nevertheless, in the entire period of their history
Jews never left the handicrafts as they were forced to leave agriculture.

Many historians of importance list among the tens of trades in which
Jews engaged especially, weaving, production of glass and all sorts of metal
and leather work.

In the 4th century Jews in Babylonia and in Alexandria maintained a
school for weaving. The historians of that time list rug weaving as a
Jewish specialty. The Jewish silk weavers of Beyrouth had excellent repute
in many countries. In scientific works about the history of glass blowing
in ancient times, it is stated that the Greek glass blowers who immigrated
into Southern France in the 7th century, learned their trade from Jewish
masters. The cultivation of silk which Emperor Justinian I introduced
with great pomp to the Greco-Roman Empire in the middle of the 6th cen-
tury, came from Thebes. There it had been the major occupation of a
community of 2000 Jews. Thomas Acquinas (1225-1274) describes the
Jews of Italy as living primarily from weaving and all sorts of metal work.

Everywhere, where they were permitted to do so, the Jews of the Middle
Ages occupied themselves with manual labor. In Germany, France and
England Jewish economic life was especially one sided; it was based pri-
marily on trade and money lending. But in Southern Europe, Jewish
artisans were much more common than merchants. Benjamin of Tudela
(12th cent.) reports on the Jewish trades in Italy and Sicily. In the Jewish
section of Saragossa the streets bear the names of trades such as Jewelers
Street, Saddlers Street, Weaver Street, Smith Street, etc.
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But in the 14th century the persecutions  n Spain against Jewish artisans

begin. The spinners and weavers in Majorca are permitted to work only

if they agree to conversion. With the growing strength of the domination

of the guilds, the situation of the Jewish artisan becomes untenable. In

general on1y three trades are now open to Jews— tailoring, baking and

butchering. Jews fight with a11their might to continue in these trades for

religious reasons. For by Biblical injunction, Jews can on1y eat ritually

slaughtered meat, and bread baked in kosher ovens, and wear clothes

which contain no mixture of wool and linen. But there were constant

persecutions of even these artisans, based on suspicion of the guilds that

the Jews were working for Christian clients.

The situation was most difficult in Germany. In Southern France,

even in the late Middle Ages, there were centers of Jewish artisanship.

Jewish goldsmiths of Lyon transplant their trade in the 14th century to

Trevoux where the trade exists until today. The freedom to practice a

trade, which meant the destruction of the power of the guilds, was first

proclaimed in France in 1791. Jews are given occupational freedom in

Germany in 1848, but that did not eliminate the various administrative

techniques employed to deprive them of this 1ega1freedom.

One of the most important means of protection of the Jewish artisan

were his own guilds. Jewish artisanal guilds already existed in Alexandria,

Rome and other cities in the 1st century. Their purposes were religious

and social. In many synagogues artisans occupied their pews according

to trade. Thus every manual trade has its place in the famous Basilica

of Alexandria, which was a synagogue and workmarket simultaneously.

There are evidences of the existence of Jewish guilds in Palermo and on

the Is1e of Sardin a in the 15th century. Tailors' synagogues, " katzovische

kloizen " (butchers' houses of prayer), houses of learning of bricklayers,

and tinsmiths, etc. which arose as institutes of Jewish Guilds, continued

to exist in Eastern Europe until the Seeond Wor1d War, for there Jewish

guilds generally played a special ro1e.

*

When the situation of the Jews in Western and Middle Europe (England,

France and Germany) deteriorated after the Crusades, and particularly

after the plague of the B1ackDeath (1349), the expulsions and immigration

to Eastern Europe, particularly Poland, began. This process 1ed to the

greatest concentration of European Jewry in Poland. From that time on

that center grew numerically and cu]turally. From there some ultimately
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returned to Western Europe. The false assumption, still extant today
that Jews can be classified as Eastern or Western Jews, has unlike the
Sephardic or Ashkenazic distinctions, no historical basis.

For the 300 years after the decline of the Spanish center, the Jewish
settlement in Poland was dominant. In the year 1850, 86.5 % of Jewry lived
in Europe, 72 % in the East and 14.5% in the West. In 1880, 75% of the
7,600,000 Jews of the world lived in Eastern Europe.

In that part of Europe with the largest central concentration of Jews,
Jewish economic life, because of particular economic and political con-
ditions, was from the beginning much more diversified occupationally than
in the West. Here the manual crafts played a large role. But in the
16th century the pressure of the Christian Guilds become stronger here as
well. All the Jewish craftsmen except the three categories, the tailors, bakers
and butchers listed above, had to face a difficult struggle. And since they
had no right to own property, were severely limited in renting property,
and in trade, here they fight even more bitterly to maintain their position
as craftsmen. In the 17th century the Jewish guilds are battling strongly
against an organized attempt of their enemiesto uproot Jewish craftsmanship
entirely, a history which incidentally repeats itself immediately when Poland
becomes a sovereign nation after the First World War.

During the 18th century the number of Jewish artisans in Poland and
Lithuania continues to grow. In some cities they are 25 to 40% of the
Jewish population. But in general, legally and socially, the history of
the Jews of Eastern Europe shows no progress until the end of the 18th cen-
tury. Despite the discovery of the new world, the upheaval on the European
continent caused by the Reformation, and the Thirty Year War, despite the
Renaissance and the approach of humanism, Jewish life in the Eastern Euro-
pean villages was very little different from the Ghetto life of the Middle Ages.

But in the latter half of the 18th century economic and social forces
come into being which must ultimately break the chains with which the
feudal lords and the church have held the people down for many generations.
In the West as in the East there begins slowly,first in minds of the educated
group, the awakening of critical thought... It is first applied to the dic-
tatorship of theology and the privileges of the landed nobility with the King
at its head. Government circles, believers in enlightened absolutism,
begin in many countries to consider the Jewish question. A law
concerning the Jews is considered by a special commission of the
4-year Seim (Parliament) in Poland in the year 1789. This projected
legislation was based on a brochure " By an anonymous citizen " entitled
" The Need for a Jewish Reform in the Countries of the Polish Kingdom ".
The basic thoughts underlying the projects were the necessity for educating

.J 
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the Jews, forbidding them from operating inns in the villages, and helping

them to engage in agriculture and handicrafts. This reform p1an was later

taken up by Joseph II of Austria, but in Po1and the projected legislation

is never realized. In Po1and in the meantime the sun is setting. The

country was already in a state of economic and political decline. In every

corner of Europe the echoes of the approaching world upheaval, the French

Revolution, can be heard.
At that time thoughts and plans for Jewish economic reconstruction

came forth, and the forerunners of ORT appear— the first attempt to

liquidate the economic heritage of the ghetto, to strengthen the bases

of Jewish 1ife,through work in the field and in the workshop.

(" The Forerunners ", the second part of the introduction, wi11 appear in

the next volume.)
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THE ORT DELEGATION ABROAD

This report was prepared be the late Dr. Leon Bramson (Ed.)

The thought of send ng a special delegation abroad was conceived by

the leaders of the " Soc ety for the Propagation of Handicrafts and Agri-

cultural Work among the Jews of Russia (ORT) " as early as 1913. They

had in mind acquainting West-European Jewry with the work of the organ-

ization, and attracting to it the attention of circles abroad, for the purpose

of expanding its activity and accomplishing its task with better planning.

The war which had broken out in 1914 precluded the possibility of

executing this proposal. At the same time the misfortunes which were

the 1ot of Russian Jewry, placed before the organization a series of tasks

which required a considerable strengthening and expansion of the work of

ORT in completely new fields. The plight of the homeless, the mass

expulsions which had become a daily occurrence almost from the first

months of the war, had sentenced hundreds of thousands of workers' families

to hunger and need, uprooted from their normal way of life and economic

activity. It therefore became necessary to give assistance through work,

to a11the unfortunates who were without a home and means of livelihood,

to find them work, equip workshops for the unemployed, organize pro-

fessional training for orphans and homeless children.

The work of ORT grew, but became extremely difficult because of

events in Russia, and together with the general economic upheaval the

separation of the 1oca1committees from their center became greater and

greater, and with the formation of separate countries in the border areas,

ORT's activity became steadily more pulverized.

The great impoverishment of the Jewish working masses which began

in the year 1918, the frightful series of progroms in the Ukraine which

destroyed hundreds of Jewish settlements and in which tens of thousands

of people were killed and hundreds of thousands of families improverished,

a11of this required immediate and comprehensive assistance without delay.

But ORT was organizationally weakened; it did not have the means for

p1anned help through work. The necessity of attracting new capital from

abroad and establishing an organ abroad to maintain contact with the ORT

organizations in the newly formed countries had grown considerably, and
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the all-Russian Central Committee of ORT, then located in Petrograd,

resolved in 1919 to send a delegation consisting of Dr. Leon Bramson and

David Lvovitch to Western Europe.
The first function which the members of the delegation undertook, in

keeping with the tasks assigned to them, was acquainting the existing

Jewish organizations and the broad strata of Western European Jewry with

the economic plight of Eastern European Jewry, their urgent need, and the
experience acquired in its program of help through work. They presented

a series of memoranda on these questions to the Jewish Colonization

Association (J.C.A.) and the American Joint Distribution Committee, the

English and Scandinavian Aid Committees, the World Relief Conference,

the workers organizations for mutual aid, and others. The delegation

members delivered a series of public addresses on the subject in Paris,

London, Manchester, Berlin and other major cities.
In addition, they entered into negociations with organizations men-

tioned above to secure their material support to meet the many needs

of the Jewish working masses, their support for existing and new institu-

tions such as vocational schools, farms, cooperatives, supplying tools, etc.
The first to respond favorably to their plan was the Jewish Colonization

Association (J.C.A.). Considering every aspect of every request of the

delegation, and from August 1921, of the Central Direction of the ORT

Union, the Council of the J.C.A used to make definite conditions for the

purpose of implementing the principles established by the prior practice

of the J.C.A. In some instances J.C.A. would decrease its subvention and

some requests it would reject completely. In general, however, its

assistance in those early years was quite substantial.
The second organization to answer the call for assistance of the ORT

was the " Joint " (A.J.D.C.). Upon the recommendation of the European

Direction of the J.D.C., one of the members of the delegation, in agreement

with the officers of the United Delegation of the Jewish Aid Committees,

worked out a comprehensive plan for the reconstruction of Jewish eco-
nomic life, which was subsequently, in August of 1921, placed before the

Executive Committee of the J.D.C. in New York. The proposal in our

plan for providing Jewish artisans with machines and tools, and the pro-

posal for equipping vocational schools, attracted the particular attention
of the J.D.C. leadership. J.D.C. also used ORT as a means for dis-

tributing those tools it had previously acquired and in implementing the

assistance program for the agricultural workers in Wolin. Help through

work for the homeless in Poland was also organized together with the

J.D.C. The scope of the financial assistance of J.D.C. became much

larger after the negociations which took place in New York in 1922.
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The Paris Aid Committee, established in Paris in 1920, on the initiative

of the United Delegation of Jewish Social Assistance organizations men-

tioned above, with the close collaboration of the ORT representatives, also

showed interest in the needs ORT was meeting. From its first income, that

Committee assigned funds for providing artisans with tools, for the needs of

agricultural workers, and for the vocational training of Jews.

The War Victims Committee in London also interested itself in the

support of help through work for the homeless and provided funds for

finding employment for the homeless in the Ukraine, Bessarabia and

Poland, and help for the Jewish colonists in Southern Russia.

On the recommendation of ORT, the World Relief Conference assigned

considerable sums for the vocational education of orphans and homeless

children, to which ORT had devoted much attention after the special

visit of the members of the delegation to the border-countries.

The Ukranian Federation in London supported materially ORT's

campaign for seeds for the Jewish Colonists.

The Peoples Relief Society of New York provided support to ORT's

vocational training program.

Among the other organizations which supported ORT's program were

the Arbeiter Hilfskomitet of London, the Hilfskomitet of the Jewish Com-

munity of Wyborg and the Stockholm Hilfskomitet.

We record with satisfaction the sympathy and interest with which the

ORT idea and its activity were received by individual donors at public

meetings. After the appearance of ORT's representatives in London,

Manchester, Berlin, Danzig, Leipzig, Reval, Dorport, Helsingfors, Wyborg,

etc., ORT committees were founded in these cities which enrolled members,

collected funds, arranged meetings and lectures and the like. Simultaneously

with strengthening the influx of financial means, the delegation developed

its work in the organizational field. With its collaboration a series of

local and regional committees were created in Lithuania, the Vilna

section, in Lettland, Poland and Bessarabia. Representatives of the

economic organizations of interested groups of professional organizations,

cooperatives and trade unions were attracted to the work of the elected

committees.
The living contact with the local organizations grew steadily thanks

to the frequent visits of the members of the delegation and through their

appointed delegates who worked in the larger centers. Thanks to their

collaboration the first steps were taken toward coordinating and uniting

the activities of the individual ORT committees and the creation of regional

centers for the general direction of the work. Regional conferences were

called for this purpose which took decisions affecting the progress of the
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current program. At the Conference of the Committees of the Vi1naand
Grodno regions in the Sprir g of 1921 in which the representatives of the
delegation participated, an executive office of ORT was established to
direct the work in these regions. (This office existed until the very end
of 1923 when the first meeting of a11the ORT organizations elected the
Central Committee.)

In connection with the increase in financial means and the develop-
ment of the activity sur place, the delegation after 15 months' experience
reached the conclusion that it was necessary to go over to new organiza-
tional forms more fitted to the character of the work. Both the visits and
the 1oca1organizations and the process of collecting funds and using them
had indicated that the thought of uniting a11the ORT organizations was
fu11ymature and would be warmly welcomed. The delegation therefore
occupied itself with preparations to assemble the conference of a11the
committees of ORT from the different countries in order to found the ORT
Union.



THE ORT DELEGATION

1919-1921...

Dr. David Lvovitch

In the preparation of the history of the Delegation which the Russian

ORT sent to the West, I have divided the history of ORT into three peri-

ods; first, the Russian ORT, from 1880 until its dissolution ; second, from

1919 to 1921, the so-called ORT Delegation in Europe; and third, from

1921 on, The ORT Union. The gap between the first and third periods

was bridged by the ORT Delegation, which was to become the real,

practical and legal link between the Russian period and the present day

organization. It should, therefore, be of interest, to establish how this

Delegation came into being.

Before the Central Committee of the Russian ORT was reorganized,

in conformity with the requirements of the new regime, a special meeting

was called at which it was decided that a Delegation be sent to Europe to

get financial assistance for the work in Russia. Dr. Leon Bramson and I

were appointed members of this Delegation. Dr. Bramson, who in the

past had been associated with ORT's work in Russia, had many contacts

with leaders of the important Jewish organizations. Since I had never had

any connection with ORT, I was somewhat surprised when informed of my

appointment. I had come back to Russia from the United States in 1914,

to be subsequently elected the only Jewish member of the " Constituante ".

After its dissolution I went to the Ukraine, my home state, which had been

separated from Soviet Russia by the Peace Treaty of Brest-Litovsk. I

intended to remain in Kiev, the capital of the Ukraine, for some time. At

the moment, the Ukraine was under German occupation. In 1919 Mr.

Leon Joffe, a representative of Russian QRT's Central Committee, arrived

in Kiev and advised me of my election to membership in the Delegation.

While in Kiev I had become interested in Jewish agriculture, particularly

in resettling those Jews leaving the towns, onto the land. These activities

concorded with my prior interests in Zionism and later in Territorialism.

Since Russian ORT was involved in this very same work, I was particularly

attracted to their activities. This was undoubtedly one of the reasons why

the Jewish farmers of the Cherson District had elected me to the " Con-

stituante " with the directive that I request land for the Russian Jews.
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I had a number of excellent contacts with Jewish leaders in Europe and

abroad. I knew Louis Marshall, Jacob Schiff, Dr. Julius Goldman and

many others quite well. I also was well acquainted with the leaders of the

various Jewish Labor Movements in the United States, persons like Abraham

Kahn, Vladek, Nachum Serkin, as well as Stephen Wise, Lipsky, Ruthen-

berg, etc. Thesecontacts with the most influential Jewish leaders in America

undoubtedly prompted my being chosen by ORT's Central Committee

to join the Delegation.
The Russian Jew was going through difficult times. There weren't

many Jewish workers, nor were there many Jewish peasants. Most were

active in small trading. When the Soviet regime decreed that private

property no longer existed and commerce was doomed, the Russian Jews

were practically condemned to starvation. At the same time, however,

the Russian Government confiscated the large estates for distribution

among new settlers. Everyone, Jews included, was encouraged to settle

on the land. I saw unusual opportunities for the Jewish masses in this

movement, pending the opportunity to settle in Palestine or elsewhere.

I decided to accept ORT's offer, and left for Minsk before going to

Western Europe. At the time there wasn't any possibility of obtaining

passports or exit visas. Russian ORT, naturally, had no money at its

disposal, but this did not present me with a problem, inasmuch as I had

money in the United States, and could have gotten any amount of Russian

money against checks drawn on America. Before I left for Minsk, Dr.

Bramson arrived in Kiev for a consultation with me. He left shortly

thereafter for Odessa, and remained there until French troops arrived and

an opportunity presented itself for him to go to Paris. In the interim,

while in Odessa, he started the work for ORT, collected funds and en-

couraged the organization's workers.
I finally left the Ukraine for Minsk in April. The general situation was

most chaotic. Trains were incessantly attacked by Petlura Gangs and all

sorts of guerillas who fought the communists. When trains left without

military escort, they were attacked by bandits who took both Jews and

communists and executed them on the spot. There was no regular train

service between Kiev and Minsk.
Fortunately, an old friend of mine, Churgin, a most influential member

of the local Parliament, heard that I had to go to Minsk and offered us

passage on a freight train transporting bread under escort. My wife and

I accepted the offerand started our journey. A physician who traveled with

us told us what had happened the previous night when the bandits shot

at the wheels of the train and stopped it. They had then gone through and

taken away all the Jews and communists they found. Our escort, consisting
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of six Cossacks, inspected the cars, and reassured us that there was nothing

to fear. En route, after a sudden flurry of shots, our train came to a

standstill. All dropped to the floor to crawl under the benches, our Cossack

escort included. I had remained erect. My wife called to me from under

one of the benches and although I looked for space to crawl into, I could

find none, so I could only shout back : " There is no more room. "

Luckily, it was not an attack by bandits. There was a fire under one

of the carriages and the firing was to stop the train. After this incident

we continued on our way to arrive at Minsk intact.

We found that a great new idea had captivated the Jewish population

in the district surrounding Minsk—it was the " call back to the land ".

In Minsk, as well as in the district, numerous agricultural cooperatives

had sprung up to handle the produce of the Jewish truck-gardeners. The

work was very successful. Things progressed encouragingly until the

Polish troops moved in and captured Minsk... While the Red Army left,

I found it necessary to remain in the town.

I would like to recount here an " incident " of that period which filled

me with a strong feeling of presentiment—the horrible Vilna Pogrom per-

petrated by General Haller's troops. To inflame the Polish soldiers in

their bloodletting, propaganda had been spread that the Bolsheviks and

Jews were their enemies, and thus must be destroyed.

The pogrom provoked vast indignation in America. This massacre

was one of the first expressions of Poland's independence, so warmly

seconded by President Wilson. Public opinion in America protested with

such vigor that President Wilson decided to dispatch Henry Morgenthau,

Jr., as Special Ambassador to Warsaw with an order that he see to it that

such " incidents " never recur. Morgenthau succeeded in forcing the

Polish Army to accept an American Military Mission under General

Jadvid. The Mission arrived in Minsk just as a number of " small disorders "

broke out wherein 14 Jews lost their lives. It goes without saying that

during these disorders houses were looted, and our cooperatives suffered

because provocateurs had told the troops that they were communist

property. The situation was made even more desperate because the soldiers

were not obeying their own officers.

It was at that point that I decided to visit General Jadvid. I explained

to him that the Jewish Agricultural Cooperatives, established with the assis-

tance of American funds, were being looted by Polish soldiers. The General

just couldn't comprehend the entire situation, asking me repeatedly who

I was and how I had arrived there. I explained to him that I recently

arrived from the United States, and that I represented the ORT Organi-

zation. I had with me a rather unusual introduction in the form of an

4
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invitation to a banquet in New York which had been held shortly before
I left America in 1917, at which time monies had been collected for a Statue
of Liberty to be presented to Russia. This banquet had been attended by
ex-President Taft, Jacob Schiff, Sholem Asch and quite a number of
prominent New York Jews. Among them, too, was Adolph Levinson.
General Jadvid called in his collaborator, Professor Levinson, from England,
to whom he showed my invitation. " Oh ", said the Professor, " I see
my uncle was there. He is a well known personality in New York." Sub-
sequent to this, I became a kind of " persona grata ".

The General then called in his Polish Attaché, Count Tschepchinsky,
who turned out to be very friendly and ready to be of assistance. I was
given a letter to the Police Colonel in Minsk, which when presented, made
a profound impression. I left him, in the escort of two gendarmes who
had been ordered to arrest any soldier found molesting our property. As
a matter of fact, just as we arrived at one of our Cooperatives, two soldiers
were caught and arrested. The procession consisting of myself, the two
arrested soldiers, and the two escort gendarmes, wound its way through
the city. Those who viewed us undoubtedly believed that I was the prisoner.
The important result, however, was that the looting and murdering ceased
immediately.

* * *

The Central Committee of Russian ORT became established in Vilna.
Other important Jewish Relief Organizations set up there as well, with
the result that any serious quarrels arising between them could be elimi-
nated or straightened out. It was agreed that ORT's agricultural projects
were of major importance, and should be administered by ORT. It is well
known that when the Russian armies started their retreat, hundreds of
thousands of Russian peasants were forced to follow. The Germans who
occupied the deserted villages were thus left without a local population to
mobilize for their own services. The Jews who remained would have
starved had they not worked the land. The Germans not only advised them
to do so, but helped them, providing them with all sorts of equipment, even
tractors. I was astonished to find so many Jewish faces in these typically
Russian villages. According to statistics which we tried to collate during
that period, about 40 % of the Jewish population of the Vilna District
settled on the land and cultivated it. They could not thrive because they
lacked seed and necessary tools. Our task was to help them.

After the war, when the peasants returned, the Jews had to leave the
villages. In scattered instances, it was possible to arrange for the Jews to
continue to work the land—on condition, however, that they provide all
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necessary seed and equipment and split the crop with the landowners. The

old story repeated itself, this time in reverse. The Jews were being exploited

by the peasants...!
Invaluable services were rendered by the Jewish agronomists, first by

the very energetic Mr. Lapkes, and then by Mr. Feigen. We set up a

gardening school and did everything in our power to further this type of

agricultural activity among Jewish farmers.

* * *

Many complications beset the Central Committee of ORT in Vilna

during the initial period. The local communities insisted that it was their

task to organize relief for both war victims and the native Jewish population.

Similar situations had arisen in Poland, where local ORT Committees

had already existed in the past but which committees had never been in

contact with Russian ORT. The insistence by the Polish Jewish Com-

munities on handling this work by themselves, had political significance.

Poland had become an independent sovereign power. It was no longer

tied to Russia. We appreciated their point of view and understood their

attitude, but there was no doubt that they did not have our experience,

nor were they aware of all the implications of the projects envisaged,

to say nothing of the financial responsibilities. Similar difficulties had been

encountered earlier in Moscow, later in Lithuania, and often with other

Jewish National Associations. Fortunately, an understanding was finally

achieved, and we continued our work.

We established technical schools, gardening stations, etc., despite the

fact that the financing through my personal bank account in America had

to be discontinued. Just at that time, I learned that Mr. Bogen, whom I

had met in America in 1908, had arrived in Warsaw as the representative

of the J.D.C. He found himself enmeshed in difficulties similar to the ones

we had had to overcome. However, by an unwritten agreement between

Mr. Bogen and the rest of the Relief Organizations, it was arranged that

he be responsible for the general welfare. Mr. Bogen was much impressed

with our achievements. Together we visited Velichany, a township close to

Vilna, where we had a farm school with 40 pupils, mostly sons of the Jewish

settlers. Bogen was astonished to see the place and its activity. He had

always been a devoted sponsor of Jewish farming. Many years earlier,

when I had undertaken a lecture tour in the United States, calling for sup-

port for Jewish agriculture, Mr. Bogen had presided at one of the meetings.

Now he was in a position to help us, and he did so, despite the limited

means at his disposal.
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Mr. Henry Morgenthau, Jr., the Extraordinary United States Ambassa-
dor to Po1and was greatly interested in our work and supported our
ef1'orts to help the Jewish farmers receive necessary training and schooling.

During one of my visits to Warsaw, Mr. Bogen informed me that he
had received a communication from Mr. Bramson asking him to contact
me and advise me that I was to proceed to Paris. I felt secure by then that
our etIlcient committees  Minsk, Grodno, Vi1na and Bielystock were
suff cientl we11organized to continue their work without me. Aside from
our two agronomiste, mentioned previously, other important personalities
were active in our work, people like ORT's Grodno director, Goziansky, and
our unforgettable Joseph Jashunsky, who, subsequently, became ORT's
director  Po1and following Dr. S lberfarbs's death. Joseph Jashunsky
died the death of a hero under the Nazi heel when he refused to submit
lists of Jews for deportation.

Our work in Po1and continued to expand. There was pressing need
for large sums of money and I decided that the time had come to 1eavefor
Paris to join Mr. Bramson. In March 1920,my wife and I left for Warsaw,
where we found an atmosphere of great festivity in celebration of Poland's
independence. We stopped there for on1y a few days, following some
unpleasant " misunderstandings "—the stealing of our luggage. Insur-
mountable difficulties were encountered in getting the various visas. Never-
theless, I finally succeeded  procuring the transit visa for Paris, needed
for travel to America. We left on the North Express which was routed
through Sw tzerland instead of Berlin. Happily, despite a]1 the difficulties
and "  ncidents " experienced in Russia and Po1and, we arrived in Paris,
which we knew we11from previous visits,but which now had special meaning
for us. Dr. Bramson had already established his offices in the Pension
Sév gné, P1ace Sévigné, and had made contact with the Directors of the
Jewish Colonization Association, Mr. Emi1e Meyerson and Mr. Louis
Oungre. Our work could now proceed...



THREE DECADES OF ORT SERVICE

Herbert H. Lehman

Senator, United States Congress

Honorary President World ORT Union

In the Spring of 1922 an urgent appeal from Doctors L. Bramson and

A. Syngalowski, leaders of the European ORT, came to me as Chairman of

the Joint Distribution Committee's Reconstruction Committee, for support

of ORT's training program in Eastern European lands. JDC's prompt

approval of this worthy plea initiated a cooperative effort which has con-

tinued for more than three decades, providing tools and training, skills

and opportunities for hundreds of thousands of Jewish youth.

At the time of this history-making petition, JDC's Reconstruction

Committee was less than two years old. JDC, the parent organization,

which had been organized by the American Jewish Community to bring

succor to tens of thousands of tragic Jews trapped helplessly in the path

of two contending armies, had been in existence only seven years.

The emergency needs of war had been met, at least in part, but the peace

had disclosed widespread suffering, with 175,000 Jews of Eastern Europe

homeless, destitute and dependent. Food, clothing, medicines and the

rebuilding of shattered communities were vital for their survival. But

just as necessary was the need for economic help—retraining for productive

living. This basic philosophy shared by JDC and ORT served to cement

the close ties already existing between the two agencies.

During the succeeding years it was heartening to see the growing impact

of ORT on Jewish life. Aided by JDC funds, war-wrecked training schools

were rebuilt and re-equipped. New installations were established in Poland,

Latvia, and Estonia, in communities where Jewish artisans had never

known the benefits of adequate training or proper tools. In Russia, too,

where the aftermath of revolution underscored the imperative need to retrain

thousands of Jewish tradesmen for farms and factories, ORT courses became

a miracle of achievement. Meanwhile the steady stream of tools and machin-

ery sent to Eastern Europe from the United States and other lands became

an important factor in bridging the gap from idleness to self-support.
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It was my privilege to cooperate closely with ORT on both sides of the
Atlantic, and as I gained more intimate knowledge of its expanding training
programs, I became deeply impressed, not only with the soundness of the
ORT idea, but also with the high quality of its service.

I have seldom seen men so devoted, so single in their purpose, as were
the leaders of ORT. Among my cherished memories is a visit made to the
United States in 1926 by Dr. Bramson and Dr. Syngalowski seeking addi-
tional funds for ORT support. At that time JDC's bank balance was
down to nothing. Its debts were in the neighborhood of a million dollars
and its month-by-month commitments for its relief, reconstruction and
resettlement programs were taxing the ingenuity of JDC leaders. All
this was reluctantly explained to Dr. Bramson and Dr. Syngalowski.

Then a few days later the ORT executive officers appeared at a meeting
of JDC's Reconstruction Committee and told their story. They talked
simply but dramatically and by the time they had completed their descrip-
tion of ORT's financial difficulties and the needs of Jews abroad, they had
convinced each of the 22 members of the Reconstruction Committee that
this agency must have additional support. A few days later a check for
$100,000—borrowed funds—was sent to reinforce ORT's industrial and
agricultural programs.

Again in 1945,as Director-General of UNRRA, I witnessed still another
stirring demonstration of the devoted efforts of ORT's personnel. It was
only a few months after war's end. The inhuman concentration camps
of the Hitler era had only recently been superceded by the more humane
but still uncomfortable DP camps. The weak and half-starved victims of
the Hitler era were only beginning to revive. Four to five families were
crowded at that time into a single room. The fondest hope of all of them—
mass resettlement in lands of their choice—still remained a far-off dream.

Out of the rubble and confusion of this early post-war era came an
incredible request : the Jewish DP's in Landsberg, the very place where
Hitler had written " Mein Kampf ", were requesting tools and machines,
wood and cloth, to institute a vocational training program.

It was not by accident that Landsberg was the first DP camp to witness
the rebirth of ORT. That Displaced Persons Center was at that time the
home of Jacob Oleiski, former ORT director in Kovno, who somehow had
managed to survive one of Hitler's worst extermination camps. Despite
all he had endured, his dynamic energy and practical idealism were centered
on life and on a future for his fellow DPs. They too took up the cry, " Give
us tools ; give us training; give us a chance to work ".

This first dynamic sign of recovery could not be denied. UNNRA,
JDC and ORT joined in a great cooperative effort to provide nails and
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materials, tools and teachers. Slowly, painfully, the first post-war training

program was initiated, replacing the futility of DP existence with purpose

and constructive activity.
Dr. David Lvovitch of the World ORT Union arrived in Germany

to rebuild ORT activities among the DPs, and formulated wise and practical

training plans. Soon the miracle which started in Landsberg spread to

other camps. By the end of 1946 nearly every Jewish center proudly

boasted its ORT training program. By 1947 nearly 10,000 DPs were

training to be machinists, carpenters and tailors.

Meanwhile in Western Europe ORT expanded its training programs

to meet the economic needs of Jewish refugees who had come into these

lands. In Eastern Europe, too, ORT schools performed a magnificent

service, providing solid skills through which thousands found gainful

employment.
During these days of expansion the Joint Distribution Committee

stood at the side of ORT with funds, cooperation and understanding.

Since the close of World War II, JDC has provided some $8,000,000 for

ORT training programs in Europe and North Africa.

How well ORT has used these funds can be determined by a glance

at Jewish life in a dozen European lands where former ORT students are

working and supporting themselves and their families. In Israel, too,

it is undisputed fact that ORT-trained immigrants make an easy adjustment

and in the shortest possible time are able to use their special skills to help

build the Jewish state.
Looking back over more than three decades of close JDC-ORT cooper-

ation, one fact stands out in sharp focus : ORT training has become a

proven path to a secure and independent life. Moreover, the knowledge

and special skills provided by ORT for hundreds of thousands are today

strengthening the economic life of Israel, the United States, and other lands

which gave them haven.
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ORT's WORK IN GERMANY

Wilhelm Graetz

German Jewry no longer exists; like Eastern European Jewry, with

its culture brought to fine flower over a period of centuries, it has suffered

destruction. One-third of Wor1d Jewry has been wiped out. German

Jewry, representing on1yone-thirtieth of the total figure, has been slaughtered

or brutally ejected from its age-o1d traditional home, and its splendid

synagogues, fine schools and model social aid philanthropic institutions

have also disappeared, just as once-flourishing Jewish life in Eastern Europe,

with its poetry, its communal and family 1ife,sanctified by Jewish tradition

and learning and steeped in an atmosphere of a11-pervading Jewishness,

has also ceased to exist.

Is this the end of everything that was sacred to these two vital sections

of Jewry in Eastern and Western Europe, of a11that succeeding generations

p]anned and worked and hoped for ?

We Jews know that the existence and passing, the power and decline

of nations, are not determined by force or might. The Jews have indestructi-

ble tap-roots ; they are rooted to the " portable Fatherland " of their

doctrine, which teaches them to hold fast to everlasting truths and to

understand that the stability of the world and mankind depends on the

three principles of truth, justice and 1ove, and not on force and power.

Herein lies the secret of the " miracle " of the survival of the Jews of the

present day despite a11attempts throughout the centuries to annihilate

them. It is precisely the worst disasters that have steeled the Jew and

strengthened his wi11to 1ive,confirmed him in his beliefs and inspired him

with new hope.
It was from these sources, too, that a11Jewish endeavours in the West

as in the East drew inspiration, and it is in that spirit that the survivors

seek to promote the work and ideals that cannot be destroyed by bullet or

gas-chamber. It is in that sense that it is useful and necessary to describe

the objectives and the achievements, and the destruction of those achieve-

ments, as witnessed in Germany aid in Eastern Europe alike.

Active ORT work in Germany lasted scarcely more than two decades.

The period when the ORT developed from a model Eastern Jewish sélf-
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help organization into an a]1-Jewishmovement embracing the whole of Jewry
dated only from the end of the first Wor1d War, when distress became ever
more widespread, so that the burden of the ORT's construction work in
the East could no longer be borne by the Eastern Jews alone. In 1921,
the Central Administration of the ORT transferred its headquarters to
Berlin, where a 1oca1ORT group immediately came into being, consisting
initially of Eastern European Jews resident there. In conjunction with the
Jewish Community and the Workers' Relief Board, they established a
training centre for tailors.
 In 1925, the ORT, at a momentous meeting held in Berlin under the
chairmanship of Rabbi Dr. Leo Baeck, addressed an urgent appeal to the
German Jews a1so. It was at this meeting that we first experienced the
inspiring force of thé eloquence of that creator of ORT ideology, Dr. Synga-
lowski—an eloquence springing from a warm Jewish heart and an incisive
mind The success of the appeal and the powerful echo which it evoked
among the German Jews was beyond description.

For the first time, the work of the ORT was presented to the German
Jews not as a charitable activity on behalf of Eastern Jews but as the vital
condition for the " solution of the Jewish question " in general. If the
fate of the Jews throughout the world and their position in the life of their
.countr es of residence was to improve, they were to1d, the dross adhering
to them as a result of their historical development in the economic, and hence
in the social and cultural spheres due to their (mainly enforced) one-sided
professional structure, must be removed. This idea proved inspiring to the
German Jews, who realised that the predominance of intellectual over manu-
a1 professions, in Germany as in many other countries, was unhealthy for
the body politic and constituted a source of misunderstanding.

The response met with by the ORT both before and after that time in
'other countries may have been essentially due to the philanthropic feeling
of solidarity of Jews who had emigrated there from the East towards their
brethren who had stayed behind. The ideology now propagated by Dr.
syngalowski, showingthe ORT as a constructive force which could help shape
the general fate of Jewry, was dynamic enough to win the moral support of
the broadest circles of Jews in Germany in town and country, and especially
the then powerful liberal movement, which refused to recognize any bias
in favour of East or West, Zion or Ga1ut.

Up to that time, these two vital elements of Jewry had developed side
by side in Western and Eastern Europe, each in$uenced and shaped by the
historical evolution of their position in respect of their homelands, their
environment and the oppression or benevolence of their governments.
Tsarist oppression in the East had 1ed during the course of centuries to
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the sorry and seeminglyhopeless economic and social plight in which the

herded Jewisli masses found themselves—a plight from which the ORT's

self-help campaign was designed to point the way out. In Germany, the

emancipation of the Jews (despite or even because of the often dishonest

and half-hearted way in which it was carried through) had the effect of

drawing them from their ghettoes into German culture, German science, and

a11branches of economy, into which they rushed with avid enthusiasm.

As a result of this disparity in the public life of the Jews in the East and West,

their detachment from each other gave rise in either case to a one-sided,

false and generalized picture of their fellow-Jews, who had a dii%rent way

of life and spoke a different language. Its alienating and dividing effect

has to this day not everywhere been overcome.

The generous and brotherly relief campaign run by the 'Hilfsverein

der Deutschen Juden' for the purpose of rescuing the Eastern Jews and

helping them to emigrate overseas (the fathers and grandfathers of many

of the foremost Jews in the world today owe their very existence to that

work) was, like a11philanthropic activities, even when intended to provide

the basis for building a new 1ife, unable to give fu11satisfaction either to

the giver or to the receiver. The inevitable psychological reaction to human

failings often discourages the noblest endeavour and overshadows the posi-

tive results. But the fact remains that with the appearance of the ORT

in Germany, the wlzoleof German Jewry was for the first time given the

possibility of doing practical work for a common Jewish cause in company

and on an equal footing with their Eastern brethren.

In connexion with the inaugural Berlin meeting in 1925, and as part

of the reorganization moves, the committee  charge of ORT organizations

in Germany was given a substantial complement of German Jews, I myself

taking over the chairmanship, with Professor Frankfurt as vice-chairman.

Shortly after, the Society acquired the necessary 1ega1status as a registered

organization under the name of " ORT 5ociety, German Section, Limited ".

It would be wrong, of course, to turn this survey of a comparatively brief

but eventful and fruitful period into a parade of personal reminiscences;

but I am deeply conscious of the fact that the contact between the leading

German Jews and the ORT leaders from Eastern Europe was in their case,

as in mine, a source of incalculable spiritual enrichment and 1ed to lasting

friendships. And I am equally certain that this contact 1ed on both sides

to a realization that despite the widest divergencies of historical or personal

development, the same indomitable Jewish wi11to 1ive, the same living

feeling of Jewish community, the warmth of the indestructible Jewish heart,

are manifest behind a11guises and forms of expression. Thus the joint

work of the ORT in Germany contributed largely towards bridging the gap
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and correcting the generalized picture of the so-called " Jeckes "—the Ger-
man Jews, on the one hand, and the " Ostjuden "—the Eastern European
Jews, on the other.

Up to that time, the ORT was 1ittlemore than a name to German Jewry.
Few knew of its aims, its mighty efforts, few knew of its great vision of
transforming the economic structure of Jewish life in the East. The first
task, therefore, was to acquaint the Jews with ORT work by means of
extensive propaganda. Through the initiative of our committee member
the late Henriette May, that representative of the Jewish women of Germany
with the perceptive heart and sensitive mind, we found in Michael Traub a
general secretary who succeeded, on his lecture tours which embraced a11
communities in Germany, in enlisting the support of a11the leading person-
ages for the ORT and in forming ORT committees which liberally contri-
buted tówards the organization's construction efI'orts.

In 1926, Justizrat Brodnitz, chairman of the Centralverein, the leading
organization of German Jews, and Kurt Blumenfeld, head of the Zionist
movement in Germany, were elected to the Central Administration of the
ORT UNION as representatives of German Jewry. Soon after, the ORT
Reconstruction Fund was inaugurated in Germany under the direction of
Wilhelm Kleemann, Chairman of the German Jewish Community, who
worked untiringly, eff ciently and successfully to raise the necessary funds.
The committee members of the ORT Societ , German Sect on, included
such figures as the heads of the Central Union of Jewish Artisans, Wilhelm
Marcus, Louis Wo1fiand Walter Ca11mann, Dr. Julius Stern, Justizrat
Magnus and Dr. Edelheim-Muehsam, who worked with the Centralverein
and later with the ORT Wor1d Union, New York.

The German representatives on the Central Administration of the ORT
UNION in 1932were Dr. Wilhelm Kleemann (President of the ORT Recon-
struction Fund), Wilhelm Graetz (Chairman of the ORT Society, German
Sect on), Heinrich Stein, member of the committee of the ORT Society
in Germany, and Otto Hirsch, Chairman of the ORT committee in stuttgart
and later head of the Reichsvertretung der Deutschen Juden. Justizrat
Brodnitz, Dr. Kleemann, Wilhelm Graetz and Heinrich Stern were e]ected
members of the Central Administration's Executive Board. After the
transfer of the Central Administration to Paris, the representatives of the
French ORT replaced these four German Jews as executive members.
The ORT Congress in 1937 elected me, a Jew living in Nazi Germany,
as Vice-Chairman of the ORT UNION's Central Administration.

Of à11 the self-sacrllcing, active and enthusiastic collaborators in the
work of the ORT in Germany I shall name on1y a few : Rabbi Dr. Leo
Baeck, Rabbi Dr. Meier Hildesheimer, head of the Orthodox Jewish Com-
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munity of Berlin, and the Zionist leaders Kurt Blumenfeld and Dr. Martin

Rosenblueth. Their names bear witness to the fact that a]1 circles of Ger-

man Jewry worked together in supporting aid actively promoting the nob1e

conceptrepresentedby theORT.

True, a certain amount of resistance had to be overcome in many quar-

ters.
The Zionists at that time feared the " affirmation of the Ga1ut " under-

lying our work, which to some extent competed with their efforts to centre

the aspirations of ail Jews exclusively on Palestine. The ORT has always

attached great va1ueto its status above party and to being neither pro nor

anti-Zionist. And when the ORT called on leading members of the Zionist

movement to participate in the Central Administration, certain difficulties

had to be overcome in order to convince Zionists that the ORT's sole

concern, as a point of principle, was to have the cooperation of sterling

characters as such, but that it had no wish to see its leadership made up of

representatives of other Jewish organizations.

The Zionists finally became convinced of the va1ue and necessity of

training farmers and craftsmen as a contribution toward promoting the health

of the Jewish body politic, the mora1 and social strengthening of which is

the prerequisite for a11construction work.

Many prejudices, stemming from the attitude of the purely charitable

major organizations towards the democratic principles of ORT construction

work, also had to be cleared up. Leading figures    this propaganda work

included Justizrat Brodnitz aid his son Dr. Friedrich Brodnitz, Dr. K1ee-

mann, Dr. Eschelbacher, George Goetz and Wilhelm Marcus.

Of unique importance was the active support given by Professor Einstein.

He placed his great name freely at the service of the ORT's efforts, of which

he was highly appreciative, and contributed towards the outstanding

success of one large ORT gathering in Berlin by a display of his musical

talent. At our request, he left his peaceful study in Potsdam to fly to London

to attend a meeting of eminent personages and make an inspiring speech

on behalf of the ORT on the rebirth of Jewry, the speech being broadcast

throughout the world. That great friend of Eastern Jewry, Pau1 Nathan,

creator and head of the Hilfsverein der Deutschen Juden, whose philan-

thropic aid constructive aid to the East (including a broadly conceived

training scheme) is unfortunately often forgotten, also joined in the ORT's

work in Germany from the outset.

It can be seen, therefore, that the German Jews showed an immediate

understanding of the constructive principles underlying the ORT programme

—" He]p through Work ", the provision of professional training enabling

peop]e to earn a 1ivelihood—and of the slogans " Back to the Land " and
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" Back to the Workshop ", the application of which has always been regarded
by Jewry as a sacred precept. But it was also recognized—as the ORT had
emphasized in its propaganda—that the professional structure of Jewry,
even in countries other than those of the East, including Germany (as a
result of both medieval and more recent restrictions), was in many ways
unsound. The intellectual professions—science, 1aw, medicine, etc.—were
opened to the Jews of Germany after the emancipation,  . e., far earlier
than in the case of the Jews of Eastern Europe. The Jewish predilection
for " learning " had thus been able to find fu1fi11mentin all these professions
for generations, and the percentage of artisans and farmers had declined
accordingly.

For this reason, we ran courses in Germany a1so, even during the first
few years, at which chauffeurs, tailors and other tradesmen were trained
and many persons taught a new livelihood. The catastrophe of 1933,
with the restrictions on the exercise of professions and the progressive
destruction of a11possibilities of economic existence for German Jews,
confronted the ORT in Germany with the tremendous tasks of " retraining "
Jews ousted from their professions as artisans and farmers and preparing
them for emigration, and of providing the rising generation with educa-
tional facilities not available to them elsewhere  r Germany. With one
b1ow, the Jews of Germany wére transformed from a community which
supported ORT work in other countries into the most " de-classed " of all
Jews, more desperately in need of ORT aid than those in the countries where
the ORT's fine training centres had so far operated undisturbed. The ORT
promptly switched over in 1933, under the leadership of the ORT UNION's
Central Administration and with the backing of the 1oca1 Jewish Com-
munities, to a programme of short-term emergency measures. We placed
apprentices with Jewish artisans and farmers, set up artisan and farming
cooperatives and organized courses and centres to train those ejected from
the intellectual professions as metalworkers, electrotypers, motor mechanics,
etc.

Of particular importance for the training of German Jewish youth,
however, was a large-scale project with which the Central Administration
broke entirely new ground. It arranged for the ORT schools in Eastern
Europe to be made available to the stricken German Jews in their sudden
plight. As early as 1934, the ORT School in Liepaja (Latvia) organized
a class for German Jewish youths. In the same year, the ORT School
in Kaunas made itself responsible for training young people as mechanics
and metalworkers, and in 1935 further classeswere organized in Kaunas to
provide Jews from Germany with training as electricians, engineers and
welders, the courses lasting eighteen months. A considerable number of

. '
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young German Jews were given agricultural training at the ORT farm

schools at Ungarina and Kalinowo, in Luthuania. The ORT UNION's

initiative in training German Jewish apprentices outside Germany was later

taken up on a large scale by the Central Union of German Jews for Relief

and Construction. After passing through these Eastern ORT schools,

the young trainees were later ab1e, with their good artisan and farm-work

preparation, to find refuge in North and South America, Eret -Israel and

elsewhere.
Starting in 1933, Jewish lawyers, industrialists and others who had

lost their livelihood began to turn to the ORT for assistance in settling

on the land outside Germany. After careful examination by experts, and

especially by Dr. J. Rosen, Director of the Agro-Joint, the Central Adminis-

tration found the area round the township of Villeneuve-sur-Lot, in France,

to be suitable as regards soil structure, climate and marketing facilities

for the proposed settlement of German Jews in Western Europe. In

response to our appeal, over 200 faillies with ample means came forward.

Their suitability had to be checked partly on the basis of documentation

and partly at specially convened meetings, and a selection made. Many of

the applicants were unable to overcome the ever-increasing currency regu-

lation difficulties in the way of transferring their capital abroad, but by

1934 about 25 families from a11walks of life had settled on sma11holdi gs

near Villeneuve, and with the ORT's assistance weathered the first few

difficult years. The ORT UNION not only provided efficient agricultural

advice and administration services adapted to the needs of the groups but

also made credits available for procuring cattle, implements, seed, etc.

As time passed, the " colony " developed into a group of already partially

successful Jewish farmers living in harmony and friendship with their

French counterparts. In 1940, the ORT UNION established the La

Roche farm school in the vicinity of the colony with the object

of training farmers and providing support for the ORT German Jewish

Settlement. Later, when the barbarian invasion spread to France and the

blow fe11on the Settlement and its persecuted families, this fine ORT project

also perished, apart from the few people for whom settlement in France had

meant rescue from the Nazi he11and who, after the end of the war, were

able to establish themselves in their new home.

With the increase in restrictions and deprivation of rights in Germany,

it became clear that only we11-equipped training centres could meet the

growing requirements. In November 1935, work began on the establish-

ment of a suitable ORT school in Berlin. The difficulties in the way of

providing suitable premises, machines and instructors, and 1ega1and ad-

ministrative opposition aid objections of a11kinds, were gradually overcome.
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The negotiations with the Gestapo ended with the ORT school being on1y
allowed to prepare Jews for emigration. We evaded the risk of having the
funds used (most of which came from abroad from the ORT UNION)
and the machines and other equipment purchased with them, stolen by the
Gestapo by arranging for the English ORT to act as sponsor for the school
and as owner of a11machinery and equipment. The " ORT Private Jewish
Centre for training Jews wishing to emigrate as artisans and tradesmen,
Berlin, Ltd. " was opened in Apri1 1937. The first-year trainees, taking
1/2 or 3-year courses,totalled over 100,receivingtraining as fitters, mechanics,
electricians and plumbers under training programmes carefully worked
out with the help of L. Frenkiel, the ORT UNION's Technical Training
Inspector. The trainees had the great experience of building their own

..._ workshop, installing the machines and benches, fitting up the smithy, etc.
•This, from the first, inspired and schooled them with the " ORT spirit " 

which, on the principle of " tua res agitur ", leaves no room for passiveness
and the oppressive sense of being charity recipients. The school became
a model one in which trainees received first-class technical training, together
with theoretical and language instruction, hot meals in the school canteen,
and communal facilities for divine worship and for physical training in
their own sports c1ub. Spec al thanks are due in this connexion to
Mr. Behrend, the school director, a certificated engineer, and to Mr. Hei1-
born, also a certificated engineer, who gave his honorary services with
unstinting devotion.

The plight of the Jews worsened at breakneck speed, and there was
finally no option but to decide to transfer the Berlin ORT school abroad.
As the property of the English ORT, the machinery and equipment could
be exported to England without opposition by the authorities. The main

` point about the transfer, however, was that it simultaneously enabled
the school's trainees and instructors to be removed from Germany  time

; and thus saved them from destruction. Whatever may be said about the
further activities of the ORT school in Leeds, its opportune transfer from
Ber]in saved the lives of a large number of German Jews.

With the removal of the ORT school from Germany, the German section
of the ORT finallywound up. Thus closed a glorious chapter in the history
of ORT work, a chapter inspired by enthusiasm and hope for the future
and imbued with vigour and the joy of creation. Its closure coincided
with the disappearance of once-flourishing German Jewry, to which the wor]d
and Jewry owe a debt of gratitude for its valuable contribution towards
the welfare of the Jews as a whole, as we11as in a11spheres of culture, science
and the development of the spiritual 1ife. The " ORT spirit " cultivated
so assiduously  the German ORT has been carried by German Jews
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to many lands, where it continues to act as a leaven and an inspiration.

I am thinking here not on1y of my own experiences, of the organization

of ORT courses begun at the refugee camps during my stay in Sw tzerland,

of the work I did in Hungary on the Central Administration's instructions

in forming an ORT organization for the establishment of ORT schools

and courses, and of the initiative I took and the part I played, at the request

of the ORT UNION, in establishing and organizing the ORT training

centre in Buenos Aires on the model of our Berlin school. In the same

way, Louis Wo1ft,last chairman of the German section of the ORT, success-

fu11y cooperated in establishing ORT institutions in Brazil, and those o1d

ORT fighters Dr. Kleemann, Wilhelm Marcus and others founded the As-

sociation of American and European Friends of the ORT in New York and

succeeded in creating and running what is so far the on1y ORT training

school in the USA.
This productive participation in ORT work by Jews from Germany

shows how deeply the grandiose ORT concept of constructive help and the  

necessity of placing the professional structure of German Jewry on a sound

basis, became rooted. The German ORT and its institutions have been  

destroyed; the " ORT spirit ", the wi11to live and the selfless activity of,>'`

its leaders and promotors, live on, and their manifestations wi11remain(

examples for generations to come. 1
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SOUVENIRS

From the diary of L. V. Frenkiel

... If personal memoirs of one's early days can have some value, then

I sha11start with some of my outstanding recollections of that special milieu—

the Jewish student circles in the Riga Polytechnicum where I had my first

taste of social work. Whi1e I grew up, it is true, in a good Jewish family,

I barely had the opportunity to absorb much of Judaism  r the town where

I was born—the Russian Vo1ga town of Samara. It was no coincidence

I fee1, that a number of Jewish engineers who graduated at that time from

this same Polytechnicum of Riga did not look for work  private factories.

They decided to devote their lives aid energies to the work of vocational

education. Some years before my graduation from the Riga Polytechnicum,

the we11 known Engineer Bolotin graduated, to become, subsequently,

Inspector of the big Vocational5chool in st. Petersburg, and then, Director

of ORT. This same High School for Engineering gave us Engineer Taraszt-

chanski, later Director of the Vocational School in Grodno; Engineer

Kagan, Director of the Vocational School in Mohilew; Engineer Steinberg,

Director of the big o1dschool in Odessa "Trud"; YosefAbramovitchBlum,

Director of the Céntral Committee of ICA in St. Petersburg, and a devoted

ORT worker; Dr. Hoffman, the famous publicist with the penname

"Zivyon"; and Laserson, who now lives in Australia, etc.

Yes, it is certainly interesting to recall today the details of my first meetings

with the central Jewish institutions of that remote period and to remember

the way they approached the problems of Jewish vocational education.

It was a very serious process to them. The candidate was questioned

and fully investigated in a very special way. They were looking for engi-

neers who were not technicians on1y. They needed people with a social

sense—this was more important even than finding good engineers. This

was the theme of the new epoch.

It was arranged that I prepare myself for the job during a fu11year's

time. I went to work in various factories so that I might fu11yacquaint

myself with the occupations which weré to be introduced into the cur-

ricu]um of the Jewish Vocational School in Vi1na. I visited various cities

where outstanding factories functioned. In St. Petersburg itself I found a
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very interestingJewish enterprise. This was a famous factory making first class
furniture and particularly famous for its superb woodcarving. The owner,
a Jew named Wolkowisky, had gathered together a group of carving
specialists, a11real artists. He was even commissioned by the court to produce
furniture for the Palace of the Czar. I worked for a time at this factory
because we p1anned to initiate carpentry and wood-working classes in the
school at Vi1na.

Then I was sent abroad to acquaint myself with the most modern
methods of voçational education. I visited Germany, Austria and Switzer-
1and. I acquired new knowledge, new ideas.

I worked for several years at the Central Committee of ICA. During
this period I visited Odessa to acquaint myselfwith the work  the large and
we11known Jewish vocational school " Trud ". This was an o1dand so]idly
entrenched institution, and now the time had arrived to modernize the
school. I remained there for a few months and we worked out quite a
program of changes which were realized gradually.

Odessa was at that time a huge Jewish ceater, very much alive, very
responsive to the new social movements. The Jewish community was
very conscious of "Trud's " being one of their proudest achievements.

I was busily preparing myself for work in Vi1na, where I arrived in
1907. However, my transfer to Vi1na was not to be that simple. By
coincidence, I was arrested in the home of a friend who was suddenly visited
by the police. Together we were arrested and spent several months in
jail without being accused of any crime whatsoever. Fortunately, another
coincidence released me from jail—a Crown Prince was born to the Czar
and quite a number of `°criminals " were granted amnesty. I was one of
the lucky "criminals ". The situation for me was precarious, however,
as the administration had to confirm my appointment as director of the
Vocational School in Vi1na. Those few months in jail weren't the best
recommendatïon. I had to personnally approach the Deputy Minister of
the Interior to plead my cause and to get a" c1eanbi11of health " from him.
Happily, I did receive this official confirmation.

II

Before I left for Vi1na I had the opportunity of ineeting ORT's first
director, Wessjoler, and discussing with him the reorganization of the on1y
big school which ORT conducted at that time, which was in Dwinsk. He
had a very modest office, just as everything this organization did at that
time was modest and without publicity. Wessjoler was the director during
a11the many years when the organization did not yet have its status confirmed
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by the government, existing for decades as a" Temporary Committee ".

Besides the school in Dwinsk, the organization conducted quite a number

of vocational classes which functioned as annexes to the general Jewish

schools. These special classes used to receive some machines, instruments

and a little financial support from the center. It must be said here that

these quasi-1ega1 vocational classes were in conformity with the general

spirit of the new important developments in a11Russia. Such classes existed

throughout the entire country as annexes to the Russian public schools.

It made a profound impression on me, when Wessjoler told me of

the magnificent response the organization had received from Jewish com-

munities in a11parts of the country when an appeal for assistance and coope-

ration was published. Not on1y communities but individual persons

liviug in the remotest corners of the country, from Siberia, from Karkhazos,

from Po1and, sent in their contributions, big and sma11,as part of a spon-

taneous, unorganized movement. It was evident that the first appeal to

the Jewish public by ORT released sources which were ready for such action.

The amount of money received as a result of this appeal was quite substan-

tia1, something like 450,000 rubles, an amount which represented large

capital some 75 years ago. Besides these one time contributors, there were

a great number of organization members who paid annua1 membership

dues to the center. These " revelations " gave me a new picture of what

the problem of vocational education meant to the Jewish population of

01d Russia.
It was Engineer Bolotin, successor to Wessjoler, who first introduced

me to the special problems of Jewish vocational education. He was at

the time head of the Jewish Vocational School in St. Petersburg. What

a magnificent personality Bolotin had ! A ta11, forceful figure, almost

square, with a large broad back—never tired—always bubbling over with

new ideas—ever anxious to help his fellowman. He was a person of

strong wi11—notparticularly goodlooking. He had warm blue eyes and

made a profound impression on everyone who came into contact with

him. People invariably responded to his dynamic quality.

III

... In my opin o , Vi1na at that time—and the impression lingers

with me at present—was the humming center of Jewish 1ife. There everyone

was captivated by and devoted to the idea of vocational education. It was

at the time—and so remained for years—a kind of large experimental labo-

ratory where organizations for specific purposes, were established, problems

were studied and discussed, methods were devised for meeting practical
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problems, and where the- foundation was laid for the strong and deep.-
rooted movement that eventually grew up. I list here on1y the most impor-
tant of these organizations which functioned at that time in Vi1na :

a. The Vi1naArtisan School; b. Antokolsky Society for Art and Handi-
crafts; c. Women's Vocational Training Society; d. Women Patrons for
Artisan Pupils; e. Society for Labor Assistance; f. Artisan School for the
Deaf and Dumb.

Everyone of these organizations made its specific contribution and tre-
mendous efiorts were directed to arrive at a maximum of effic ency. In
this connection the Societ for Labor Assistance played a special part.
The head of this organization was the clever and extraordinarily energetic
Dr. Makover, a man of strong wi11and of action. He was the soul and
driving force of the society. This society developed activities  many
directions. It is worthwhile mentioning them now. At one time problems
arose that endangered the expanded Jewish furniture industry. This
industry was of importance to the entire Jewish population of Vi1na. The
industry worked mainly for export. It produced simp]e, inexpensive
furniture for shipment to Central Russia. Orders began to fa11off substan-
tially—not because the market had disappeared, but because the require-
ments of the consumers had become more exacting. The challenge came
from Warsaw where better furniture was being produced. It was competi-
tion based on quality, something serious had to be done to save this
important branch of Jewish industry. Obviously, money alone was not the
answer to this challenge. The Society for Labor Assistance worked out
other plans. A first class specialist was invited from Austria to raise the
quality of labor  the furniture industry. A model workshop was
established for foremen and their assistants. 0n1y select craftsmen were
ac'<mitted to this model workshop. Evening courses of high standard
were organized for the foremen. A special office for consultations and for
individual technical problems was arranged. Workshops which received
complicated orders could appeal to this office for technical advice.

A cooperative to absorb ready merchandise was organized, and trade
centralized. There was no longer a question of amateur work. Every-
ing had to be rationalized. The quality of production had to meet certain
standards. Important results were immediately registered. In this con-
nection I would like to mention the name of the famous master Leibetske
(Berman) who started in our schools asa kind of "wunderkind" with "go]den
hands ", and grew up to become a superb specialist.

In orderto preparethepropercadrefrom thestart,a Carpentry
Department was established in the Artisan School of Vi1na. They aimed at
reforming the entire setup, and they achieved it.
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A patronage system was evolved around everyone of the vocational

schools to secure the welfare of both the school and its pupils. The Central

Committee of ORT paid particular attention to this system. Engineer

Bolotin made a special trip from St. Petersburg to Vilna to participate in

this work which brought together all these patrons.

An important achievement at that time was the organization of special

courses for electrical technicians. ORT supplied the money as well as the

technical assistance. The Antokolsky School for Art and Industry was

conducted by the nephew of the great artist. Its main purpose was to

develop the artistic tastes of the Jewish laborer, stimulate his artistic curiosity —

and appetite, and make him receptive to artistic expression. The school

had drawing classes, courses in painting, etc.

The contact between ICA, which for years had been legally recognized

and thus had the opportunity to expand its activities in the field of voca-

tional education and training, and ORT, grew closer and more active.

It could not be otherwise since ORT participated in all activities which had

to do with vocational education. So it was in Vilna that ORT, little by

little, became the center for handling the education of the Jews in the manual

trades.

IV

The great Jewish center of Vilna suffered a terrible shock at the very

beginning of the First World War. As soon as the Russian Army received

its first setbacks, Vilna, overcrowded with thousands and thousands of

Jewish refugees, became a babel of chaos. The Jewish refugees were

completely destitute. They were without food, shelter or clothing. They

could only be provided with these necessities if they could be gainfully

employed. Here ORT took the initiative and created work possibilities.

With the assistance of the Society for Labor Assistance, ORT set up big

industrial workshops which received orders from the army to provide

uniforms and footwear. The refugees were on their way to regeneration.

The main task of the ORT Committee, established in 1919, was to reha-

bilitate the Jewish artisan who was left homeless, without machinery and

tools. The ORT Committee started to purchase machines and equipment

on the spot and also asked the Delegation in Paris to collect other necessary

equipment and send it to Vilna.

Even now, some 35 years after these events, I remember with admiration

the intensity of the ORT activities in Vilna, its rich initiative and forcefulness.

The Committee organized production cooperatives for the various occu-

pations which helped immediately to establish credit for the artisans against

future sales.
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Looking for various opportunities which would help to re-establish
the Jewish economy, the Committee worked out a plan of so-called "por-
table workshops ". A special program was conceived for these schools
covering three specialties : tailoring, carpentry and footwear. The course
had a two year program. The schools of the three occupations remained
at one spot for two years, then moved on to another town and an exchange
of specialties was arranged. This exchange system worked well. New life
was injected into the Jewish peoples... new energies emerged... new hopes
crystalized. The activities in the numerous vocational schools and the
revival of Jewish agriculture in the small townships considerably altered
the entire atmosphere. It was then that the vigorous and enthusiastic
Boris Kagan had the idea of starting vegetable gardens around each school.
A huge tract served as a collective summer garden. More than 2,000 school
children spent some time in this garden.

V

The creation of the Technicum in Vilna certainly was the most signi-
ficant achievement of ORT between the two wars. It might be interesting
to recount how such an idea was born and how it materialized. A group
of Jewish engineers organized what they called Polytechnical Courses.
To this group belonged Messrs. Okun, Schreiber, Yanof, Idelson. These
men were interested in founding an institution dedicated to higher technical
learning. They had neither the necessary buildings nor equipment.
Because of this lack, their project could not succeed. A fully rounded pro-
gram was not feasible. ORT offered this group of engineers a concrete
plan. They would give them a building and all necessary equipment on
one condition—that the new institution be a real Technicum with a properly
constituted program for two departments—mechanics and electricity. The
group accepted the conditions. Mr. Schreiber became the first Director
of the ORT Technicum where all subjects were studied in Yiddish. There
was much difficulty in finding the proper texts in Yiddish, etc. but obstacles
were overcome. Technical books in Yiddish were published covering all
subjects. It is history now that this Technicum was a success. Many
first class engineers graduated from this school.

And then everything went up in smoke... Schreiber, the Director, suffered
a terrible death after deportation. His martyrdom became the symbol
of the destruction of everything the Jewish effort had achieved.



IN THE GHETTO OF WARSAW

ORT UNDER THE GERMAN OCCUPATION

Rachel Gourman

In telling the story of the widely spread ORT activity in Poland with

its many schools, the Vilna Technicum, and the various supplementary

courses given by the agricultural cooperatives, all of which enjoyed great

popularity among the Jewish population,—the work ORT did under the

German occupation deserves particular attention. During this terrible

period, when all other Jewish organizations wereconsidered as philanthropic

institutions, ORT alone was regarded in a different light. It was obvious

that work and study was its main purpose, that it was brimming over with in-

itiative and energy. Everybody easily grasped the idea ORT was based

on, and understood the driving force behind its work.

Two weeks after the fall of Warsaw, when the houses were destroyed and

the ashes still smouldering, when one had to walk to the Wisla to fetch a

bucket of water, when there was not one whole window—all of a sudden, life

started again in the ORT workshops. Like a cry from Heaven, the rumour

spread among the Jewish population that the ORT workshops were to be

reopened.
The excitement of the people at this news is indescribable, let alone the

happiness of the " fortunate " admitted to the schools. This enabled them

to earn at least a little something almost immediately, so that they could

buy a loaf of bread or a head of cabbage.

Today, 15 years after these events, it is difficult to conceive of what it

meant to enter an ORT shop at 5 o'clock in the morning, to devote oneself

to work until the evening. And one has to remember that during all that

period there was not a single incident of anybody being taken away from

ORT and deported to Tremblinka—not even for the purpose of working

there. " Normal " life became almost stable. There was work, there

was earning, there were even May Day celebrations and political discussions:

there was confidence and, amazingly enough, the belief that things would

straighten out somehow.
And then, a second period of greater stability began. In September

1940, the occupying forces permitted ORT to open courses,—the only
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official school in the Ghetto. When I look back and think of the great
variety of courses which suddenly opened there, I find myself incapable of
explaining how it had been possible to carry out such a program. With
the outbreak of war, ORT in Warsaw was cut off from the World Union
and was left without funds. However, we collected the necessary monies,
quite substantial sums for the purchase of objects required for the artisans'
exhibition in Krakow. Then dozens of courses were opened for which
all necessary material had been procured. From the first days, the students
were able to earn a few cents. Everything around us was demolished and
destroyed, people arrived literally naked and barefoot, but every student
attending the courses was able to earn something. During these " happy "
days, there were cases of students and instructors fainting at their work
from hunger. This, however, never diminished their devotion to their
task. What an example of human endurance and persistence to go on
with their work in order to send at least some articles to the exhibition ORT
had arranged in the Ghetto ! It was a proud example of the creative spirit
of an undernourished, humiliated and oppressed army of four and a half
thousand ORT pupils. These people from the ages of 16 to 60 wereabsorb-
ed in these activities and in them they found their consolation and hope
for the future. It sounds like a fairy tale when we think that in those dark
days the distribution of ORT certificates was celebrated in the schools, that
Chanukkah and Purim were observed—all due to the wonderful influence
of work, of creative initiative and of hope.

In the meantime, life in the Ghetto became more and more difficult.
The Jews tried to " escape " by setting up workshops in order to work for
the Germans. Unbelievable sums of money were paid to enter workshops.
People stood on queues for days and nights. Those in possession of ORT
certificates were employed by any workshop.

The story of the so-called " portable workshops " for craftsmen and
workers coming from all parts of Poland, deserves a special chapter. For
anybody not having witnessed it, it will be difficult to get an idea of the
sufferings of a Jewish worker who, in the space of a few hideous moments
was dragged from his old, poor home and thrown into the overcrowded,
narrow and miserable Ghetto of Warsaw. As a matter of course, he went
first of all to ORT, " Mother ORT ", as they used to say. This visit made
him feel better ; there was some hope of earning one's bread, there he would
be amongst his own people, people from the towns...

But how would these people be able to work ? Where would they
find the tools ? This difficult problem was solved to a large extent by ORT.
Tailors received sewing machines. To begin with everyone received one
machine, then one machine was given to two, then one to three... But it
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was not only the machines which had to be provided ; there was also need

for a chair, a little table, an iron, scissors and thread. In the same way,

everything was provided for carpenters, shoemakers and other trades. And

one should have seen the faces of these " clients" after their visit to ORT.

They told their familiesthat they would no longer have to stand on the queue

in front of the soup kitchen, because they were going to earn their own

livelihood, while their wives would cook their meals at home.

Relief was also given to Jewish weavers by the Jewish Weavers Cooper-

ative in Lodz.
Considerable economic and moral assistance was extended to doctors and

dentists whom ORT provided with installations and instruments.

And then came the climax, the last act of the drama. On the 22nd of

July, 1942 the Germans started systematically to deport six to ten thousand

people to Tremblinka daily. The Ghetto shrank daily until only a few

streets remained. It was impossible to remove the machinery from the

vacated shops. ORT set up two new workshops expecting thus to save

as many people as possible, because there was still some hope that these

would not be " depopulated ". A total of 572 sewing machines remained

in the shops of Leshno 13 and Nalevki 13. Again some people were

able to work, once again some lives were, in a way, protected and in

a manner of speaking " legalized ", since the workers of the ORT shops

had been registered at the German labour office. Again a glimpse of light

entered the shops. Naked people received clothes and the barefoot were

given shoes. Whoever managed to escape from the camps, went directly

to ORT.
It was known in the Ghetto that at the ORT workshops, people received

a plate of soup and 100 g. of bread each day. People came to get a bit of

food and to forget their sorrows for a moment. In the ORT workshops

people still sang while they worked. They read Sholom Aleichem. It •

should be noted that on Sunday, the 18th of April, 1942, the ORT workshops

continued their work until 4 o'clock. The people did not know that this

was the last day of even the limited " life " they had been permitted to live.

With reverence, let us here record the names of those ORT leaders who

took upon themselves this fate, knowing that they risked their lives. Let

us first of all remember the Director, Joseph Jashunsky. Up to the last

day of his life he did hiswork. Exhausted and depressed, he would arrive at his

office early in the morning and do everything necessary so that things might

go on normally... Sometimes he arrived with broken glasses, his face covered

with blood. Because of his near-sightedness, he would not notice a German

coming his way and so would not leave the pavement, or take off his hat,

or would be guilty of committing some other " offense ". On the 18th of
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January 1943, he and his family were taken to Tremblinka during the
" small operations ".

With the same selfless heroism, Dr. Meyer Meisner, Eng. Kielin and the
members of the ORT Committee in Lodz, Dr. Schimon Wyshewiansky,
Samuel Faust and Dr. Eger, continued their work until the last.

Indescribable devotion was shown by the chief instructor, Jeshie Green-
berg and by all other instructors, men and women, particularly those of
the girls' school in Warsaw who had shared in this work for more than
16 years... Edzie Wollmann, Branie Birnzweig, Channe Kowarski and Tolie
Wettlaufer. The latter had graduated with honours with the first group
from this girls' school. She had been sent by ORT to Paris and Vienna for
further studies, and in time became a model instructress. Let us also
remember Prof. Zentnerschwer who was in charge of the courses for chem-
istry and entirely devoted to this work.

The memory of these martyrs shall never perish !



MY FIRST STEPS IN ORT

A. C. Litton, New York

I was a youngster of 20, studying at the Commercial Institute of Moscow

in 1913, when I first learned of ORT's existence. Actually it was more

than just having heard of the organization, for I had found an eveningjob

as one of the personal secretaries to Mr. Lazar Poliakoff, brother of the

founder of ORT. I was involved with his welfare activities and received

a salary of 35 rubles monthly. Lazar Pohakoff was very popular with

Russian Jewry at that time. Born in Orscha, Mohilev Government, he

became extremely wealthyand received the title of Privy Counsellor. Theelder

Poliakoff, Samuel Salomonowitch, Chairman of the first ORT Committee, was

a railway king, and the second brother, my employer Lazar Salomonowitch,

was a financier and banker. The brothers were important philanthropists.

Lazar Poliakoff was particularly interested in Jewish welfare work. He was

the President of the JewishCommunity of Moscow and is said to have built

Moscow's first synagogue.
Mine were merely routine functions. I received the visitors, mostly

Rabbis asking for assistance, made notes of their applications, reported

to Lazar Salomonowitch and then arranged matters. He was not a very

learned man but he was shrewd and tactful and sincerely devoted to

education. He was a gentleman and respectful of Jewish tradition. He

religiously attended synagogue services each Saturday.

One evening when I was hurrying to leave the secretariat after my work

was done, to attend a lecture at the Commercial Institute, Poliakoff retained

me and asked that I remain for the evening to take minutes of the local

ORT Committee meeting. When I asked what ORT was, he responded

with : " You will attend the meeting and get to know what it means. "

In this most unpremeditated fashion I was introduced to ORT. The

meeting took place in Lazar Poliakoff's office. A number of wealthy

Moscow Jews and outstanding representatives of the liberal professions,

attended. As far as I can remember, David Wysotsky, the architect

Weliekofsky, 0. Khichin, the engineer Arkin, Dr. Pevsner, Michael Poliakoff

eldest son of Lazar Poliakoff, A. G. Rosenblum, the lawyers A. L. Fuchs

and I. S. Bisk, were there. The famous Rabbi Mase of Moscow was also
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present. Despite the fact that my attendance at this ORT meeting was
accidental and that my job in Poliakoff's secretariat was for the solepurpose
of earning money, I was immediately captivated by the spirit of idealism
which prevailed at this meeting. The participants were decent persons,
but because of their wealth and conservatism one might think them in-
capable of being influenced by the romantic spell. But when they started to
talk about Jewish needs, the struggle for existence of the helpless Jewish
population within the zone where they were permitted to live, these sub-
stantial people changed strikingly to express sincerity and profound human
sympathy. From merely being a sympathetic observer, I slowlybecame
•amore and more active participant in ORT, finally assuming the secretary-
ship of the Moscow ORT Committee, this time without a salary.

In the overcrowded zone, the competition among inefficient tawdry
grocery shops, petty vendors in the markets, and pathetic stands in rail-
road stations served naught but to throttle the livelihood potential of these
really economically useless " Luftmenschen " so richly described by Sholem
Aleichem. What could be done for these miserable people in their over-
populated townships ? Very little indeed. Was there a solution possible
in the face of the oppression perpetrated by the regime ?

It was evident that philanthropy was not an effective weapon against
poverty. ORT worked out a radical program for Jewish economic recon-
struction and planned measures for increasing the productivity of the
Jewish workers, artisans, farmers and laborers. The principal goal of the
ORT Committee in St. Petersburg included assistance to agricultural
'colonies, Jewish artisans, and to schools and workshops where trades were
being taught.

On an ORT mission I visited the Government of Mohilev, if I am not
mistaken it was the District of Mstislavsk, to acquaint myself with the
Jewish agricultural settlements there. I also visited the well-known
Dubrovna township and gathered many impressions about the life of the
weavers. The only Jewish center for the fabrication of talesim for Russia's
entire Jewish population was in Dubrovna. The textile industry up to
the end of the last century was very primitive. The weavers worked at
home with the whole family participating. The buyers and the middlemen
exploited them brutally and the workers lived in abject poverty. Income
barely exceeded one or two rubles weekly. Little by little, thanks to the
intervention of Jewish social-minded elements, (the brothers Poliakoff,Baron
de Gunzburg, A.G. Rosenblum and 0. Khichin participated) monies were
collected and a Mechanical Weaving Factory, the so called Dnjeprowsk Cotton
and Wool Factory, was set up in Dubrovna. Worker income immediately
rose. On my last visit to Dubrovna I found that there were 600 employees
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and 325 looms. By 1908the average wage had already risen to 171/4rubles

monthly and production amounted to more than 11,4million meters.

As in a dream I recall my first meeting with ORT and my first timid

steps in the organization's peacetime existence. But this was to be fo]lowed

by great historical events, catastrophes and upheava]s which decimated and

dispersed the Russian Jews. With the violence of a hurricane, the founda-

tions of Jewish life were uprooted. ORT could no longer deploy its

efforts in the o1dcóuntry.
They were miraculous days, for in spite of everything, in spite of the

storms and tempests, the tortured and turbulent aftermaths, ORT continues

its activities, reestablishing former economic positions and developing

new forms of self-help a11over the world, whenever possible, be it under

the more favorable conditions of the new world, the restricted context of

the o1d world, or in the young State of Israel which is such an important

part of the miracle of this Renaissance.
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THE EARLY STAGES OF ORT IN ENGLAND

From the memoirs of D. Mowshowitch, London

"... This wi11take the form chiefly of promoting an economic revival

of the various Communities by furnishing agriculturists and workmen with

tools, raw materials and loans, and by the establishment of schools for the

teaching of handicrafts. In this work, the Committees are cooperating

with the o1destablished Russian Society known as ORT, the London Branch

of which is affiliated to the Fund. The ORT has already established

numerous trade workshops in Lithuania, Po1and and the Ukraïne, has

helped the Jewish Agricultural Colonies in South Russia with seed and

agricultural implements, and has provided training workshops for children,

and technical evening classes for adults on a very considerable scale.

Towards this work the Fund has already made several grants and it looks

forward to wider extension of its activities in this direction. "

Such was the first paragraph of the appeal launched by the Central

Committee of the Jewish War Victims Fund in Londón early in 1921, its

third since 1914. This Central Committee represented many organizations

that collected funds separately in the past, and were now joined together

as one body to centralize fund raising and publicity for the work which had

to be done in the field of relief and rehabilitation. The London ORT at

that time was a fairly young organization, introduced as the British branch

of the Soc ety for the Promotion of Trades and Agriculture among the Rus-

sian Jews. It was of great satisfaction to our organization in London that

in outlining the program of the work of the War Victims Fund, the appeal

put its primary emphasis on Reconstruction.

It was due in good part to the efforts of Mrs. I. R. Mowshowitch (former

Secretary of the Jewish Political Advisory Committee, which had been

established for the guidance of Jewish members of the Russian Parliament

`Douma'), that the British branch of ORT affiliated itself with the Jewish

War Victims Fund in London. Mrs. Mowshowitch had arrived in England

in 1919, after active participation in the tremendous work of the Organi-

zation for Jewish Relief which had functioned in Russia on behalf of the

sufièring Jewish population.
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The developments in Russia after the Bolshevik Revo]ution in October
1917 compelled many of the Jewish leaders to emigrate. A steady stream of
these people flowed into Germany, France, England and the United States
during this period.

From 1915 on, in his capacity as one of the liaison officers between the
Advisory Political Committee to the Douma, the Joint Foreign Committee
of the Board of Deputies of British Jews and the Ang10-Jewish Association,
Mr. D. Mowshowitch, had the opportunity to become acquainted not

on]y with the activities of ORT, but also the leading personalities of
English Jewry, Messrs. Lucien Wo1f, Claude Montefiore, Joseph Prag,
among other leading members of the Governing Board of the War Victims
Fund.

En route to London, Mrs. Mowshowitch had stopped in M nsk, where
she met Dr. D. Lvovitch who informed her of the latest plans adopted by
the Relief Organization and ORT. Dr. Lvovitch was proceeding to Ger-
many where he expected to meet Mr. L. Bramson and several other of
ORT's important members.

In the summer of 1920 Mrs. Mowshowitch met Mr. Bramson in Kar1s-
bad, where the Jewish Wor1d Relief Conference was in session. There it
was agreed that Mr. Bramson would come to London to assist in setting
up a British ORT Committee.

A number of wel] known Russian Jews had already arrived  London.
Among them was Mr. A. J. Halpern, son of a leading Jewish personality
in St. Petersburg. His father, an important official in the Russian Ministry
of Justice had been one of the founders of the original ORT. Another
escapee was Mr. J. Scheftel, son of one of the leading members of the
St. Petersburg Bar.

Many other refugee lawyers and business men from Russia were already
in London by the time Mr. Bramson arrived. There a committee was
elected composed of Messrs. Halpern, Scheftel, Krougliakov, Greenberg,
Tcharnz, Marc Wischnitzer and Mrs. Mowshowitch. Mr. Halpern served
as the first Chairman, while Mr. Greenberg was elected Treasurer. Sho tly
thereafter, the committee found it useful to extend its membership and
invited Mr. and Mrs. Be1off,Messrs. M. & L. Schalit, Mr. S. Lourie, Mr. E.
Zundelevitch, and several others, to join.

Mr. Mowshowitch was successful in winning the support of Messrs.
Lucien Wo1f, Joseph Prag and E]kan Ad1er,a]1members of the first Com-
mittee of the British ORT. Through their sympathetic influence as members
of the War Victims Fund (whose Secretar , Mr. Charles Sebag Montefiore,
also joined the Committee) they arranged for ORT's representation on the
Fund's Executive.

.
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Among the members on the Fund's Executive was Dr. M. Gaster, the

Haham (Chief Rabbi) of the Span sh and Portuguese Community. He

became very interested in ORT's work and participated actively by giving

it his support at Executive meetings and on important occasions. Mr.

Morris Myer, Editor of the London Yiddish Paper " Di Zayt " was also a

member. Being of Roumanian origin, he was familiar with conditions in

Roumania and Eastern Europe, and could invariably be counted on to find

space for ORT publicity directed at the Yiddish reading public.

A primary task of the newly established ORT, in addition to that of

maintaining contact with the War Victims Fund and that of obtaining

grants for work in the affected areas in Eastern Europe, was to expand the

membership of the society. As early as February 1921, a Manchester

Branch was already in existence and a public meeting was held in Memorial

Ha11(Albert Square). The speakers at this meeting were Mr. L. Bramson,

who had made a special trip from Paris, and Dr. Gaster, who came from

London. The Honorary Secretary of the Manchester Committee was

Mr. Neville Finburgh, a member of a we11-knownAng10-Jewish family

with extensive connections and influence in the Community. In the leaflet

issued to announce the meeting this important paragraph appeared :

"...This organization has been in existence in Russia since 1880, its object

being to provide means whereby our poor brethren can ti11the soil and earn

a 1ivelihood. During 1916 ORT found work for 25,000 Jews, through its

72 Labor Exchanges. It has also founded a large number of Industrial

Workshops as well as 23 Credit Establishments in a11parts of Russia.

ORT is restoring the agricultural colonies destroyed by the war and

pogroms, and is supplying the Jewish artisans with tools, implements and

seed... "
On Apri1 20th 1921, the London ORT organized its first fund raising

concert, and it is interesting to note that ORT concerts or ORT ba11sin

London were held annually, so that at the beginning of the 5econd Wor1d

War, ORT held its 20th ba11in London. It took place at the Hampstead

Town Ha11, in a very fine residential area of North-West London which

had a relatively dense Jewish population. For this concert a publicity

ieaflet was published and widely distributed. It described the work of the

Central ORT and indicated for what purpose further funds were necessary.

At another ORTmeeting, Mr. L. Bramson, Dr. Gaster, Mrs. Mowshowitch,

Mr. Lucien Wo1f and Mr. Jefroykin were the listed speakers. Addresses

were delivered by Mrs. Mowshowitch at the East End C1ub of the Poa1e

Zion. Eventually some of their members were to help ORT with the

Workers Circle-Arbeiter Ring. Mr. Wishnitzer also gave a number of

reports at various Jewish C1ubs and circles in the East End.
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After a number of such meetings, the London ORT committee received
a notable accession to its strength in the person of Dr. I. Gavronsky, who
had been the official Russian representative  Britain of the Kerensky
Government. It was at that same time that Mr. Wo1ff, a Russian barrister,
who had recently arrived in London, and Mr. Zundelevitch, one of the group
of Russian political emigrees, joined the Committee.

By the end of 1921 ORT was widely known in the active Community
circles, and in the late autumn of that year an ORT ba11was organized
in one of London's large ha11s, the proceeds of which made a substantial
contribution to the work of the Central Board. Under the circumstances
prevailing in England at the time, it was, however, very d fficult to extend
ORT activities to the provinces. It would have required considerable
expenditure for staff, whereas every available penny had to be spent on
actual operational work in the fie1d. With the help of one lady-secretary,
administrative expenditure was kept to a minimum during the first few
years by using Mrs. Mowshowitch's own home as organization head-
quarters. Larger meetings were usually held in the private homes of the
Beloffs, Shal ts, Louries or Dr. Gavronsky.

By the time ORT was definitively established in England, it had become
known to a111eadingJewish organizations in the country and was regarded
as an organization involved in a most useful work. The task was to expand
its work by forming more Committees in London and the provincial cities.
ORT's activities were considerably advanced when, in subsequent years,
Mr. L. Bramson, Dr. D. Lvovitch and Dr. A. syngalowski of the
Central Board, along with ORT leaders from other countries, visited London.



AN EPISODE FROM ORT ACTIVITIES
IN BESSARABIA

Dr. A. A. Yakir

In 1918 Bessarabia was occupied by Roumania. The economic and

political situation of Bessarabian Jewry varied with the governments which

were either liberal or reactionary. In most cases, dominant power in Rou-

mania was in the hands of the reactionaries, malicious antisemites, and the

Jewish population was exposed to great hardship. Each day new ways

and means of disturbing and strangling Jewish life were invented.

Of the 350,000 Jews in Bessarabia, a fair number were active in various

crafts. As a rule the Jewish artisans did their work in a most primitive

fashion as they either had no idea of current production techniques, or did

not possess the necessary means to purchase expensive tools and machines.

But, somehow, their modest incomes helped them subsist and keep their

families alive.
The antisernitic rulers of Roumania couldn't accept this situation.

They wanted absolutely to undermine the very basis of these workers'

existence. In 1936 an edict was proclaimed requiring that all Jewish Bes-

sarabian artisans who wished to continue in their trades be tested immediately

on their technical proficiency and their use of the Roumanian language.

Since the majority of the Jewish population did not know the language and

had limited technical knowledge, the new ordinance obviously was intended

to undermine their economic security. The threat of annihilation hung

over the Jews of Bessarabia; many thousands of Jewish families would be

reduced to beggary. In a state of panic they desperately sought every-

where for assistance, and, among others, appealed to the ORT of Bessarabia,

then occupied with the task of expanding Jewish labor and agriculture,

establishing agricultural cooperatives, etc. ORT promptly perceived the

extent of the danger which threatened and so instituted immediate steps to

save the Jewish population.

We contacted the central administration of the World ORT Union

in Berlin and cited the factual data on the affair. In response we received
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a telegram accepting our plans and promising moral and material assistance.
There was no time to lose.

We called an emergency conference of all ORT workers in Bessarabia.
The people who responded to this call knew very well how serious the situa-
tion was, and examined the possibility of a horrible pogrom on Jewish
artisans. The emergency conference approved the following course of
action :

First—Experienced instructors were invited and assigned missions to
visit and collect information about all Jewish artisans in towns, townships
and villages in Bessarabia, with no exception, and explicitly instructed to
initiate short-term courses without delay.

Second—Local committees were set up everywhere to assist the artisans
and maintain permanent contact with all Jewish artisans in their districts.

Third—Outstanding attorneys were invited to defend the legal rights of
the artisans.

Fourth—Almost everything depended on the Roumanian Ministry of
Labor's approach to the problem. It wasnecessary to find ways of influenc-
ing the officials of the Ministry, those charged with putting the new laws into
effect. After considerable effort, we succeeded in achieving the essential,
thus facilitating the situation ; the new law would not be strictly applied in
practice. This was a considerable achievement. The local representatives
of the Ministery of Labor received instructions that the examination be
superficial. The result was that all the Jewish artisans in Bessarabia were
granted permission to continue in their occupations.

Everywhere, even in the most remote haunt, Jewish artisans no longer
felt helpless and alone. They knew that the ORT organization was caring
for them and doing its utmost to save them from destruction. The
entire undertaking was achieved as a transcendent emergency. It took
three months of consummate endeavor—but the artisans could now
breathe easier.

The ORT Committee of Bessarabia felt that it had done its duty and was
once again in a position to continue its normal activities—that of training
the greatest numbers of Jews in the trades and assisting Jewish farmers.

ORT's Central Administration followed up every move of our activities
with close attention and sympathy and lent unfailing support.

The author of this article, was, for many years, President of the ORT
Committee in Bessarabia. He now lives in Paris.



STAGES OF ORT ACTIVITIES

Dr. J. Frumkin

I

I became a member of ORT, the organization for the furthering of artisanship and
agricultural work, at the very moment, in 1906, when the organization at last received
of cial confirmation of its status. Finally, 1ega1recognition oPthe Temporary Committee
which had functioned from 1818, was achieved. Now the organization could operate
normally with general membership meetings, elections of administrative officers, eYc.
It was also the moment when a new and very influential group of social workers entered
ORT along with such democratic Jewish leaders as Leon Bramson, Rubin B1ancand
Ber Brutszkus. Leon Bramson, whom I had known from my early youth, convinced me
to join their ranks.

My earliest ORT activities were devoted to the Revisions Committee to which I was
twice elected. I cannot even now forget the setup at that time, the struggle by the youthful
" opposition " for new ideas. and their demands for a new approach and new social work
methods. They were uncompromisingly critical of the routine carried over from the
previousepoch.

The " opposition " presented their program at the meetings as we11as to the press in
1907, listing a number of important basic requirements for ORT's future activities. First
was the need for raising the quality of Jewish 1abor, both artisans and farmers, amelior-
ation o£ their technical 1eve1and productivity, and the introduction of new occupations
among Jews. At the same time they requested cheap credit arrangements to help the
Jewish artisan avail himself of better equipment which in turn would increase his produc-
tivity and ease his economic situation. In order to be ab1e to work out an efficient system
it was necessary to do a survey of Jewish economic activities, vocational education and
training facilities, as we11as the prevailing labor conditions. The " opposition " insisted
that a1l these steps could be effected by the Jewish population itself.

I started my work in ORT while peace sti11reigned between both generations. At the
time of my election to membership on the Revisions Committee the atmosphere was
conciliatory. The younger elements prevailed at the meetings despite the fact that the
o1der people constituted the majority of the committee. It must be noted that the repre-
sentatives of the older generation were eager to compromise with the younger. Although
Mr. 7acob  Ialpern, earlier a member of the Temporary Committee, now Chairman
of the ORT Committee, was one of the older leaders, he played an important part in this
effort toward co-existence. Mr. Halpern was an important official of the Ministry of
Justice and Vice-Director of one of the Ministry's departments. He rightly enjoyed the
respect of a11and was sympathetic to the introduction of more mcdern methods in our social
work. One could discuss matters with him and arrive at compromises. 1 remember
one special instance when the younger group had proposed my name as candidate for the
chairmanship of the Revisions Committee. It was in 1912 and the atmosphere was very
charged. In my report to the meeting I criticized a series of decisions taken by the Com-
mittee. After the meeting which he had chaired, Mr. Halpern expressed his appreciation
ofmy objectivity.

The Revisions Committee report submitted to the general meeting was signed by a11
its members, at that time consisting of Mr. L. Sack, G. Landow, I. Jashunsky and myself.
Sack was one of the most important 1CA workers in Russia and an outstanding authority
on the cooperative movement. Jashunsky was an important Jewish journalist, one of the
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principal workers on the Brockhouse-Efron Encyclopedia. After the revolution he was
one of ORT's leaders in Poland where he died the death of a martyr. Gregory Landow,
one of the most remarkable men I have ever known, was a writer, publicist and philo-
sopher. He participated in our political activities.

This was my introduction to ORT in St. Petersburg. The next two stages have to do
with the new period, beginning with European emigration and ending with those last days
when we were forced to look for refuge in the United States. It was then that my ORT
activities became more diversified.

II

I left Soviet Russia at the beginning of 1919 and after a short stay in Finland and
Norway arrived in Berlin in the autumn of that year. There were at that time very few
emigrants from Soviet Russia.

In 1920 Dr. Lvovitch arrived in Berlin from Paris. He asked me, in the name of the
Russian ORT Delegation which consisted of himself and Leon Bramson, to organize an
ORT Committee in Berlin. I knew Mr. Lvovitch from 1912 in St. Petersburg when he
had conducted an intensive campaign for the organization of an Immigrant Bank. I
knew him, as well, from the Information Office which had functioned in St. Petersburg
for the Jewish members of the Douma. He had performed invaluable services in trans-
ferring documentary materials from this Information Office to foreign countries, exposing
himself to great danger. I immediately accepted his offer and proceeded with the organ-
ization of the Berlin ORT Committee. The main objective of this Committee was
to provide the Jewish artisans of Lithuania and Poland with machines and tools. We
also had to prepare for the Conference of the ORT Committees from various countries
which came to establish the World ORT Union.

The first Berlin ORT Committee of which I was chairman, was not very large. It
consisted of Dr. A. Syngalowski, Mr. S. Gourevitch, a well known social worker from
St. Petersburg, Engineer Schwartz, and others. Dr. Syngalowski's brilliant qualities and
his reputation amongst the German Jewish leaders meant much for the Berlin ORT
Committee. He became the moving force of this committee. If I am not mistaken, it
was in the year 1921 that Professor S. Frankfurt joined us. Then D. Klementinofsky and
others came into our ranks.

Paul Barchan, a Russian Jew, helped by publicizing ORT's program and activities
in German circles. He lived in Berlin and had a good position in the German journal-
istic field as permanent contributor to the Berliner Tageblatt. 1 had known him earlier
in St. Petersburg. He was very enthusiastic when I described ORT's activities and future
plans, and dedicated a large article in the Berliner Tageblatt to ORT. He was subsequent-
ly liquidated by the Germans in Paris when they occupied that city.

The purchase of machines and tools for the artisans of Eastern Europe accelerated
substantially. Because of inflation it was possible to buy inexpensively. In Lithuania
and Poland there was great need for machines and tools. Ludwig Haas, a member of the
Reichstag who had excellent connections in industrial circles, rendered us considerable
service. We now had to start preparations for the ORT Conference. First of all, we
needed the assistance of the German Foreign Office for permission to have the various
delegates enter Germany.

A recently created post in the German Foreign Office, Advisor on Jewish affairs,
was occupied by Professor Sobernheim, a scholar and semitologue, member of an import-
ant family of bankers and industrialists. I approached Prof. Sobernheim for visas for
the forthcoming ORT Congress, but was very coldly received. He didn't like the idea
that the majority of delegates would be Eastern European Jews. I then approached
Mr. Paul Nathan whose sympathy for ORT was of long standing. He assured me that
there was no reason to worry and that everything would be arranged. A few days later
Prof. Sobernheim himself called me to state that he had succeeded in obtaining the neces-
sary visas. I had already received a letter from the Foreign Office asking me to submit
a list of the delegates, and a communication informing me that an order had been sent to
the various consulates requesting that the visas be granted immediately. The Conference
at which the World ORT Union was created took place in Berlin in August 1921. Mr.
Paul Nathan represented German Jewry.
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In 1926-27 ORT, OZE and the so called Emigdirekt established a Joint Committee
for a united campaign: I belonged to the presidium of this committee which soon became
an ORT-OZE Committee. This Committee was to function only in the countries where
no institutions of ORT or OZE existed, but the United States proved an exception The
delegates of this United Committee visited a number of countries. In this capacity
Messrs: Bramson and Syngalowski journeyed to South Africa, where a United ORT-OZE
Committee still exists. The same type of joint organization was established in England
and in some South American countries. The campaign conducted by Mr. Poliakoff-
Litowtzeff, B. Surovitch and Mr. I. Trotsky was quite successful. I devoted a lot of time
to the activities of ORT-OZE and substituted for Mr. Bramson, the Chairman of the
Berlin Committee, for more than a year while he was in South Africa.

At the end of December 1928 I moved to Paris where I was to do a lot of work for this
United Committee. We had no chance, however, to conduct our activities for a long time.
As soon as the Second World War started both organizations decided to move to Vichy
where it was easier to find office facilities because the season had already ended. Dr. D.
Lvovitch carried on extensive activities at that time— just before his departure for the
United States, at the very outset of hostilities. At the end of 1939 it became evident that
the so called " dr8le de guerre " was not disturbing the normal routine. We therefore
returned to Paris along with the United Committee of ORT-OZE.

In June 1940 we witnessed the urgent evacuation of Paris because of the threat of the
approaching German armies. Again ORT, OZE and their Joint Committee appeared
in Vichy. Very soon thereafter the Germans occupied Vichy. While some of our workers
succeeded in escaping, the largest part of the personnel remained in Hitler's power.
My wife and I were forced to remain and add to the unhappy experiences of our 6 years
in Berlin. As is well known, the occupation of Vichy did not last long and there were
no special incidents. Immediately after the Germans left, the Petain Government moved
in. The French administration started to clean up Vichy, evacuating institutions and
persons not connected with the government. At the end of November 1940, we had to
leave. ORT and the ORT-OZE offices moved to Marseilles and OZE went to Montpellier.
Our existence in Marseilles was difficult. The Petain administration was not friendly
and the Germans were not very far away— in neighboring Aix-en-Provence the largest
hotel was occupied by a German Military Commission. The difficult conditions did not
affect our work. We adapted ourselves to the new circumstances and participated in the
relief work organized in the concentration camps, arranging for the vocational education
of the refugees who appeared in great numbers searching for refuge in the non-occupied
parts of France.

ORT was directed by L. Bramson and A. Syngalowski, who despite the many handicaps,
called a conference of ORT representatives in France. This conference took place in
Marseilles. Dr. D. Lvovitch conducted an extensive campaign for ORT in both Americas
and served as liaison between ORT in those countries and the European Friends of ORT.

Dr. A. Syngalowski submitted plans to the conference for a new program of ORT
activities to meet existing conditions. Leon Bramson, contrary to the advice of his doctors
and friends, worked without cease, neglecting his health until he collapsed on January 21,
1941. During an ORT Executive Meeting he was taken ill. The doctors declared his
condition extremely serious. On the 2nd of March, 1941 he died. We buried him at the
Jewish Cemetery of Marseilles where Dr. Syngalowski, Prof. Oualid and I delivered
addresses before his open grave.

Before Mr. Bramson disappeared it had been decided that I move to Lisbon and serve
there not only as representative of the United ORT-OZE Committee, but also as the repre-
sentative of each of the two organizations. At that time the European directors of the
Joint as well as of Hias were in Lisbon. A few days prior to his death Leon Bramson had
presented me with an extremely fine volume on Portugal. Although he was dreadfully
ill at the time, he had searched for and found the book himself. In Lisbon I fell ill but
under no circumstances would the authorities allow me to remain in Lisbon longer than
the two months granted us on our transit visas. We were forced to take the boat while I
was still gravely ill. On May 21, 1941 we arrived in New York where we were met by
Dr. Lvovitch and B. Surovitch. It took some months before I was fully. recovered and
able to return to work. It was not easy to work in this new milieu, but our friends working
in the countries occupied by the Hitlerites, were not to be forgotten.



THE NEXT ISSUE OF

MATERIAL & MEMOIRS

Chapters for
the History of ORT

will appear after the summer holidays and will contain, among
others, the following material :

DR. A. SYNGALOWSKI
In the Service of Jewish Labor (continued).

S. NIGER
Memoirs.

Judge Jacob PANKIN
First President American ORT Federation. Revolution in
Jewish Life.

Prof. George FRIEDMANN
Prof. at the Conservatoire National des Arts et Métiers and
at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes (Sorbonne).
The Evolution of Work and Industry During the Past 75
Years and its Effect on Vocational Training.

Vladimir GROSSMAN
Jews in Agriculture Between Two World Wars.

Gregory ARONSON
ORT During the Period 1880-1920.

Printed in Switzerland
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